THE SOUL
OF OUR
COMPANY
The 75th anniversary of our family business calls
for something special. Well, my dad was always
passionate about books. On our 50th anniversary,
he republished the book Greenhouses and
Greenhouse Construction from the 1920s.
At the age of 60, he also compiled a beautiful
photo book about Westland beach.
I’d like to keep the tradition alive, but this time
with a book full of stories. After all, stories are
always fascinating, you can reflect on them,
and they give later generations an interesting
snapshot of a certain time.
KUBO is the sum of all the positivity people put into it.
To reflect this, and respect my dad’s tradition, I wanted to
make a book that lets people have their say. With this bundle
of stories, I hope we can reveal something of KUBO’s soul.
I’d like to sincerely thank everyone who contributed.
At the same time, thanks to everyone who didn’t end up
in the book for their understanding. There wasn’t space
for everything, due to the book’s inherent limitations,
but remember you are still part of everything!
Every day, I feel honoured that I can lead this fine team as
the third generation, and in reality as a temporary caretaker.
I’ll do everything I can to make sure that this company is
even better by the time I hand it over to my successor.
On to the next anniversary!

Wouter Kuiper
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‘	ALWAYS OUT
FOR A LAUGH.’
Wouter Kuiper started at KUBO in 1999, and took over the leadership
from his father Ed in 2006. Since then, he’s experienced too much
to list, so we’ll pick out a few anecdotes.
‘I started working at KUBO in 1999.
The greenhouse construction sector in
the Netherlands had gone through a crisis
that showed how vulnerable our focus on
the Netherlands and some surrounding
countries had made us, so I wanted to
concentrate on exports. After being
trained by Frans Kraan, I travelled abroad
extensively, to plug away at getting results.
It was a long time before I could see any.
Once when I was outside The Netherlands,
a Dutch customer of mine called with a
question. He began, “Sorry to disturb you
on your holiday.” I replied, “No problem,
and I’m not on holiday anyway.” Then he
said, “Oh, the receptionist said you were.”
That’s how I found out what they thought
of my business trips in the office! When I
started getting the first orders, that all
changed, as my usefulness became clear.
It was a relief to have that confirmed for me
too, as I was only 24 and trying things out.’
In-house concept
‘My dad’s first overseas clients, back in 1985, were Casey
Houweling and the DeVry family, both based in British Columbia,
Canada. They spoke Dutch, which made it easier to do business
because my dad’s English wasn’t very good. Casey approached
me during the Horti Fair in 2005, when he told me that he wanted
to develop a completely new greenhouse concept that would
reduce the risk of diseases in the greenhouse. We were the cost
leader at that time, and I was looking for something that would
add value, so it suited us all perfectly. Casey is a really great
person, and if he wants something, we simply get on with it.
There’s no negotiating, we just let him know the price and get
to work. For days, several of us sat down and worked at the
whiteboard, making sketch after sketch. Then we built a test
greenhouse with positive pressure, and found out that this
offered other advantages, such as energy and CO2 savings.
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The test greenhouse had only been running for six months when
Casey called to say that he wanted to build 16 hectares of it.
Even though testing was still underway! I said he was jumping
the gun, that there were still teething problems, but he didn’t
care. I then got sweet pepper grower and inventor Jan van der
Lelij involved, who has a number of clever inventions to his name,
to troubleshoot the concept. We solved some problems together,
and started building. Casey simply gave us free rein, and that’s
how the Ultra-Clima greenhouse was created. It gave us a unique,
in-house product, which we could place on the market worldwide.”
A desk for Ed
‘When we moved to the new office building, my dad didn’t want a
desk, because he no longer had a position. But I was really happy
that he still has a look around here every day, so I had a desk set
up for him in my office. When I showed him my finished office,
he asked, “ Why have you got 2 desks?” And then he said, in his
typical way, not ‘that’s nice’, but, “Why is my desk smaller than
yours?” So I replied, “Dad, it’s bigger than an intern’s.” My dad
might not be the person to turn to for a diplomatic opinion,
but he’ll certainly give you an honest one.”

‘THE TEST GREENHOUSE HAD ONLY BEEN
RUNNING FOR 6 MONTHS WHEN CASEY
CALLED TO SAY THAT HE WANTED TO BUILD
16 HECTARES OF IT. EVEN THOUGH TESTING
WAS STILL UNDERWAY!’
Kubans love to have a laugh
‘Internally at KUBO, we talk about ‘Kubans’. People who are
there for each other, who enjoy life, and love having a laugh.
I remember being woken early in the morning by the captain
on our boat trip to London, who announced, “One of your staff
members tried to open the bar last night.” Not that anything was
broken, but it was all recorded on video. My first thought was:
that could have been me! I can easily imagine myself doing
something like that. So, I paid the fine, but let the suspect
(let’s call him RM for convenience) think first that I might be
upset about it.’
A positive contribution
‘Making money has never been our only goal as a company.
We also fulfil a social function, and the influence we have on
those around us extends far beyond the walls of our buildings.
We’re very aware of this, and we hope our positive contribution
is more than providing an income. KUBO must also stand for
wishing others well, sharing, helping, and having fun.’
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EDKUIPER
The secret of a successful business, including KUBO, is seeing
what the market needs in good time. Ed Kuiper takes us back
to how it all started.
‘My dad Arie was a blacksmith, just like his
dad before him. His brother took over his
dad’s forge, after which he started his own
business as a smith in Westland. During
the war, when there was a shortage of oil
and coal for heating, he welded together
woodburners and stoves until deep into
the night. During the German occupation,
he made a cutting machine for tobacco
leaves for himself. People would get him
to cut their tobacco leaves for cigarettes
and pipes in exchange for some of the
proceeds. After the war, he was fined 250
guilders (€125) for unpaid excise duties,
an enormous sum at the time, but he
never mentioned it to me.
One innovation after another
‘At the end of 1945, he built a shed in his garden, where he
started welding equipment for horticulture. Together with his
partner Rien Boers, he started the greenhouse construction
company Kuiper & Boers. They introduced many innovations.
For example, they were the first to sell a maintenance-free
greenhouse. It used hot-dip galvanised round pipe,
unprecedented at the time! They also developed a mechanism
with which a whole row of windows could be opened at once,

‘MY DAD SIMPLY WANTED TO MAKE THE BEST
GREENHOUSE FOR THE BEST PRICE, SO HE WAS
CONSTANTLY INNOVATING.’

HOW IT ALL
BEGAN

greenhouse construction. I still remember the time when my dad
arranged a place for a family holiday in the Veluwe, near Amsterdam.
When we arrived, my mum found out that he had a building job
nearby; he intended to work there at the same time, and I went
with him of course. I was given a paid job in 1967.’
Day and night
‘After Boers left in the late 1960s, the name was changed to KUBO,
short for Kuiper Building. We worked long and hard in those days,
but no one minded. We were glad we had a job. Normally,
greenhouses were welded during the day, and further assembled
at night by a second shift. If you looked up from below, you could
see the nuts and bolts in the moonlight. And when that shift finally
got home, they loaded up the truck again for the next job.
The first crew would then set out before sunrise to be at the
construction site before first light. The other workers sat in the
back of the truck under the canvas, with a gas heater to ward off
the cold. If they had to build a long way from home, they used
to eat and sleep with the grower during the week.’
Constant modernisation
‘My dad simply wanted to make the best greenhouse for the best
price, so he was constantly innovating. For example, he switched
early on from forging to punching with a punch and dies so
that he could produce products in series efficiently. I was also
interested in smarter production, so I was given a budget to set
up a machine park with which we could make tools, machines,
stamps, and moulds ourselves. It grew into an independent
company, with KUBO as its largest customer. At some point we
sold that company. As KUBO, we were buying less and less from
it, because we gradually switched from punching to cutting with
laser and plasma with machinery built especially for us.’
Wouter was ready
‘In 1970, I became director of KUBO, where I’ve worked with
pleasure for 42 years. I’m now an unpaid consultant, and keep
track of the history of the company. In fact, I never thought that
my son Wouter would take over the business. He didn’t want
that either, until I offered to take care of the export. He proposed
a very ambitious 5-year plan and made it happen. That’s when
I knew he was ready to take my place.’

Before, each upper window in the greenhouse had to be
opened or closed separately. The next innovation was switching
to rectangular profiles with their own couplings, a very simple
system that allowed them to build much faster. I remember a
worried grower phoning on Thursday asking where they were,
because a greenhouse had to be built that week. My dad replied
that this would happen the next day. It normally took a week
back then, but Friday EOD, the greenhouse was finished.
Only 2,000 m2, but still.’
My first overalls
‘All the horticulturist’s kids helped out in the company, and I
helped my dad in the workshop. As soon as I could walk, my mum
made some overalls for me, because I was always following my
dad around all day. When I was a bit older, I started helping with
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‘IT ONLY
HAPPENED
ONCE...
...THAT I WANTED
TO BUY A CAFE,
I THINK.’
Peter van der Kraan has been
the financial director of KUBO
since 2005, and, as he himself
says, one of the few in such a
position who isn’t afraid to splash
the cash. This trait, along with a
few others, gave rise to some
funny urban myths about him.
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‘In 2005, I was brought in to take over
from Ton Bellekom. He had previously
been Ed Kuiper’s partner, and at that time
was Wouter Kuiper’s partner. I had a chat
with Wouter and Ton. He was supposed
to train me, but became ill and died before
he could enjoy his early retirement.
Before, I had worked at an accountancy
firm in Westland. I grew up in this area.
You don’t need to know everything
about horticulture for my work in finances,
but I certainly have an affinity with it, which
is why I wanted to work in this sector.’
A great combination
‘When I came on board, Ron Arensman became technical director.
We visualised all the management tasks like a cake, after which
Wouter, Ron, and I each picked the slices we thought best suited
us. It turned out that we all opted for different slices, but we also
had sufficient overlap in certain areas to be able to back each
other up. What we don’t know at that time was whether we could
also work together. That was something we only found out later;
we can actually work very well together. I think our relationships
are close to friendship, and our partners also get along well.
So it was a really fortunate combination.

‘WE WERE ABLE TO WORK SO WELL AS YOUNG
GUNS THANKS TO THE OLD HANDS WE’VE STILL
GOT HERE, OF COURSE.’
Young guns
‘We were, and still are, a relatively young board of directors.
The three of us played during the Westland 5-a-side company
tournaments. Other companies has at most a single board
member present. When one of our biggest competitors went
bankrupt in 2006, his subcontractor, a greenhouse builder, asked
us if we could start working together. The director was an old
hand in the business, and when he arrived, he looked around
the room and asked, “Is anyone else coming?” We replied no,
to which he responded, “But I was supposed to talk to the board?”
“We are the board.” In the end, we didn’t do business together,
because we didn’t want to take work away from our existing
subcontractors. We were able to work so well as young guns
thanks to the old hands we’ve still got here, of course.’

Heineken in China
‘Once I was with Mark Vijverberg and Eef ter Laak in a hotel in China.
It had been a tiring journey, and Eef wanted to go to bed. But I saw
the bar on the left, so I said, “Let’s have a beer first.” They had
Heineken. So we had a Heineken. And another, and another,
and another. Then the Heineken ran out. The bartender led us
to the cold store full of beer, but there wasn’t any Heineken.
So, pretending we were disappointed, we chose a German beer.
A little later someone came in with a box of Heineken, and we
were immediately served three. Not refrigerated, so horrible,
but we drank them to be polite.’
AC/DC
‘Ron and I borrowed Martijn van Winden’s car once. We turned
the ignition key and our eardrums were assaulted; AC/DC at
maximum volume! Scared the life out of us!’
Loyalty
‘People are very loyal to the company, both staff and our
subcontractors; they don’t have a bad word to say about KUBO.
That’s because it also applies the other way around. We treat
everyone with respect, and believe in good cooperation.’

‘THE BARTENDER THEN TOOK US TO THE COLD
STORE FULL OF BEER, BUT THERE WASN’T
ANY HEINEKEN. SO, PRETENDING WE WERE
DISAPPOINTED, WE CHOSE A GERMAN BEER.’
The future
‘Twice a year, we go to a retreat with the entire MT and Edwin
Huybers, and at least twice a year with the three of us. We use
this time to think about the company without having to worry
about day-to-day business. We’ve noticed we’re at our best in
the evenings, when the big ideas come. For now, we’re betting on
further growth. We think the trend of scaling up and consolidation
will continue, and that ultimately only a few major players will
remain in our sector. We want to be one of them. But at the same
time, we’re fighting to preserve the atmosphere and culture of
the old KUBO.’

‘THAT TIME I DID INDEED ASK FOR THE BOSS,
AND SAID THAT I WANTED TO BUY THE PLACE.’
Attempted buyouts
‘I’m often among the last to arrive at parties. That’s earned me
a reputation that I’m going to buy the place they’re held in at
closing time. In reality, I only suggested that once, at a beach bar
where we had already settled down in the afternoon and were
asked to leave at around 9 PM because of a wedding reception.
That time I did indeed ask for the boss, and said that I wanted to
buy the place so we could stay a bit longer. The owner wasn’t the
slightest bit interested. The funny thing was that the barmaid told
me afterwards that her boss was always whining that he’d sell
the business as soon as he got the chance. The Kubans count on
me getting out my credit card when it’s time to settle up, but in
principle I only use it when it’s time to get one more round in.
Or another. We work hard, so we’re entitled to celebrate.’
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‘WE WANT TO
IMPROVE A
LITTLE EVERY
SINGLE DAY.’
This year, Operational Director Ron Arensman will
have been employed for 25 years - a year after
KUBO’s 75th anniversary.
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‘I started in 1996 as an engineer in the drawing department.
At the time, it meant sitting at a drawing board. There was only
one computer which Olaf van Marrewijk used for AutoCad,
version 6, 7 or 8. That was really primitive. Willem Damen was
already working there. Every customer got roughly the same
greenhouse, so we used standard drawings and just changed
a few numbers. When a drawing was ready, you had to go to an
attic where you banged your head on the beams to make copies.
The copier had a large roller, which you had to put oil on with
a little roller to make the ink stick. It kept getting stuck, and
before you knew it you were covered in oil. You had to fold
the A1 drawings by hand. And we all did that happily in dense
blue clouds of smoke and between crumbs of rolling tobacco,
because everyone smoked except me. That all stopped when
Olaf gave up, because after that nobody was allowed to smoke
anymore.’

‘HE DIDN’T OPEN THE BOXES PROPERLY,
HE PUNCHED A HOLE IN THEM WITH HIS FIST.
THEN WE’D FIND BLOOD SPATTERS EVERYWHERE.’
Everyone did everything
‘At that time, you had to be a jack-of-all-trades. Sometimes, you
started by getting nuts and bolts ready, then load trucks, then
sign and fill in lists at the end of the day. We managed to get stuff
finished, but it was more because we worked long hours than
any smart working methods (with modern knowledge). We didn’t
monitor the stock. When the bolts ran out, someone would shout
in panic that more had to be ordered. Our deputy director Ton
Bellekom, who died too young, went to the office as soon as he
woke up at four or five in the morning. We could always see if
he’d been in the warehouse, because he’d get the nuts and bolts
ready. He didn’t open the boxes properly, he punched a hole in
them with his fist. Then we’d find blood spatters everywhere.’
Help! Ed Comes to the rescue
‘Our logistics centre was the yard outside. This was where we got
all the parts ready for transport, with signs for which project it was.
In the summer, that work was fine, but as often as not it was raining.
It was always a struggle to complete a project. Especially if Ed
thought it was going too slowly, and got on a forklift to help with
the loading. After a while, we’d ask him, “What did you put in
that container?” He’d reply, “I don’t know. But everything still
here isn’t in it.” He simply turned it around. You also had to watch
out for him, because he didn’t bother with the brakes. “You can
see me coming, can’t you?” was his main traffic rule.’

‘NOW WE PRINT OUR DESIGNS IN OUR OWN
3D PRINTER, WHICH HAS GREATLY INCREASED
OUR INNOVATIVE CAPACITY.’
Filled to the brim and squashed into place
‘One day, we were loading a greenhouse for a customer in the
Middle East. We had bought three containers for the transport,
but that turned out to be too few. Ton Bellekom said, “We’ll just
chuck everything in without the packaging.” So everything was
cut loose, and the contents of all the boxes were scattered all over
the container. These were open containers that were covered with
a tarp held in place with stanchions, large U-shaped pieces of
metal inserted in the sides from above. However, the container
walls were pushed so far apart that we couldn’t get the stanchions
in. We pulled everything into shape with tension straps, inserted
the stanchions, then released the tension straps and prayed that
it would all hold together. It must have gone well, as we never
heard back from the customer.’
From paper cutting to 3D printing
‘Making the transition to AutoCad was a big step forward for
both the drawing office and R&D. It meant we could print a
drawing and then cut it out to make a paper model of, for
example, two parts that click or hinge together. Then we’d give
that model to the aluminium extruder to make. After 6 weeks,
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the aluminium model would come back and turn out not to work.
We would have to change it, and wait another 6 weeks. Now we
print our designs in our own 3D printer, and can immediately
see if something works. This has greatly increased our innovative
capacity. For the past 2 years, we’ve also used good draftsmen
in India who develop our designs. These are our Kubans “on the
wall” The Dutch and Indian colleagues are in daily contact, and
I think it’s great to see how well these two cultures work together.
The people at our drawing office have invested heavily in this,
and deserve every respect for what they’ve done.’
Big changes
‘I’ve seen 3 major changes in my time at the company. The first was
when Wouter was appointed as director. He wanted us to grow
significantly, and that meant having the courage to take on bigger
projects and focus more on other countries. Secondly, we’re now
focused much more on the changing demands of customers.
It has evolved from, “I want 50,000 m2 of greenhouse,” to, “what
can I grow profitably here? We’ve grown into arranging turnkey
solutions, based on feasibility studies in which we consider every
factor, from energy sources to sales opportunities. This involves a
whole range of other disciplines; water and electrical engineers,
data analysts, and cultivation advisors. The third major change
is our Ultra-Clima concept, which can control a semi-closed
greenhouse, independent of the outside climate. This means
we have a greenhouse for everyone, worldwide.’

‘WE’VE GROWN INTO ARRANGING TURNKEY
SOLUTIONS, BASED ON FEASIBILITY STUDIES
IN WHICH WE CONSIDER EVERY FACTOR.’
A family business
The foundation for this fantastic company, which has given the
current management the opportunity to excel, was laid by Ed
Kuiper and Ton Bellekom. It’s such a shame Ton never got the
chance to see today’s KUBO. Fortunately, Ed can. KUBO is literally
and figuratively still a family business, even though there are now
160 of us instead of 30. I used to know the name of everyone’s
partner, dog, and cat. There are too many of us for that now, but
we’re still all Kubans. There’s a really great atmosphere. Everyone
is trusted and allowed to make mistakes, as long as you learn
from them. Before COVID-19, we used to have a small drink every
Friday and a large one every month. If we had sold a greenhouse
in Turkey, Turkish snacks would be served with that drink. The staff
association also organised trips abroad; once a year with partners,
once a year without. Now that we’ve lost that opportunity, it’s
starting to look a bit like a normal job.’
Attempted buyouts
‘Our outings are characterised by a fixed ritual, offered to us in the
small hours by our financial director Peter van de Kraan. He’s one
of the hardcore regulars at the bar, and it always ends up with him
taking out his credit card and telling the bartender that he wants
to buy the place (or the boat, or wherever we are). We often look
forward to these happy moments returning.’
Inquisitive and eager to learn
‘We want to improve a little every single day, and that’s why I see a
great future for KUBO. We’re going to adopt a more international
profile, with multiple foreign branches and more diversity within
our walls. We’re inquisitive and eager to learn, which makes
broadening our horizons even more fun.’

[ KUBO Horticultural Projects
Headquarters and Factory ]
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Robert Keijzer started working as an export manager at
KUBO in 2007. A headhunter pointed him to this position,
and changed his mind about the greenhouse building
industry being for “yobs”. Now he flies around the world
selling greenhouses, and manages our Shanghai
office from the Netherlands.

‘When I started, we still weren’t very active
outside the Netherlands, but we did receive
a lot of requests. More than we could handle
as a seller. That seemed like a luxury position,
but it wasn’t. Our product is suitable for
everyone, not every customer is suitable
for us.

Greenhouses on roofs
‘A prospect in Montreal, Canada, wanted to put greenhouses on
roofs, such as a furniture distribution centre or a multi-tenant
building with offices. We developed a completely new
construction method for that purpose. These are the challenges

That’s because not everyone could afford our technology, so we
had to select very carefully who you were flying to. The customers’
demands were frequently very complicated. Wouter and Peter
thought it was going slowly, which sometimes caused friction.
Henk van Tuijl closed a major project fairly soon after his
appointment so he had it a bit easier, but we agreed that
developing foreign markets would take time. I never doubted
that it would work.’

we really enjoy as a technology company. If we don’t believe
a business operator can earn money with a plan, we don’t go
along with it, even if they want to pay. But if we see opportunities,
even when we still have no idea how to implement them,
we get to work full of enthusiasm.’

‘A PROSPECT IN MONTREAL, CANADA, WANTED
TO PUT GREENHOUSES ON ROOFS. WE DEVELOPED
A COMPLETELY NEW CONSTRUCTION METHOD
FOR THAT PURPOSE.’

Ultra-Clima wins the day
‘In 2014, a prospect from China visited us in Monster. He wanted

‘WE’RE THE PEOPLE
TO TRUST WITH
TECHNICAL
CHALLENGES.’
A greenhouse for solar panels
‘A prospect in the US had a very unusual request. He wanted a
greenhouse, but for mirrors, not plants. He wanted to use these
mirrors to reflect sunlight and turn water into steam, which would
then be injected into the ground at an oil field to heat the oil until
it became liquid enough to be pumped up. The greenhouse would
be located in Oman. Gas is now used for this method, called
‘enhanced oil recovery’, which would no longer be necessary
during the day. We didn’t know how serious the request was,
but since I was going to a trade show in the US anyway, I flew
to have a look. It turned out to be a very interesting idea.

‘I WAS RECEIVED POLITELY, AND TOLD THAT
THEIR GREENHOUSE HAD PERFORMED POORLY.
THEY HAD LEARNED FROM THE EXPERIENCE, AND
WERE NOW INTERESTED IN OUR GREENHOUSE.’

a large, modern greenhouse with old climate technology.
We thought that was a bad idea, so we proposed the Ultra-Clima
system. However, he didn’t want it, so that was the end of it.
A year later I was in Japan, so I paid them a visit. I was received
politely, and told that their greenhouse had performed poorly.
They had learned from the experience, and were now interested
in our greenhouse, which they bought a year later. We’re now
building the fourth greenhouse for them.’
Our DNA
‘In the early days, we knew each other and what we were all up to.
We were a team back then, these days we’re a whole football club.
But the DNA hasn’t changed. We’re still a committed company that
wants the best for the customer. And we’re still a family business
that just wants the best for its people.’

The greenhouse was needed to keep mirrors free of dust
and sand, and a system was devised to automatically wash the
outside of the greenhouse. We had to develop special measures
for the enormous heat in the greenhouse. It was a very unusual
case that proved our innovative strength.’
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Ed: ‘My dad Arie was a blacksmith, just like his
dad before him. At the end of 1945, he built
a shed in his garden where he started doing
welding jobs for the horticultural sector. A year
later, he joined forces with Rien Boers under the
name Kuiper & Boers, which later became KUBO.
They introduced one innovation after another.
I started helping build greenhouses when I was 16.
In 1967, I had to do 23 months of national service.
My dad drove me to the station every Monday
at 5:30 am. After a few months, he said, “You’re
leaving military service next week.” “But we’re
doing an exercise in Germany!” “No, the company
needs you.” I didn’t believe it until a stunned
sergeant major told me in Germany that I could
go home. My dad arranged that.’
The second director
‘The market was in a really bad way at the end of the 1960s. Arie and Rien
fell out and Rien left, after which we changed KUBO to Kuiper Building. We
divided the tasks; my dad focussed on sales, and I focussed on technology.
We tried to get a loan from a bank so we could expand, but they weren’t very
interested. Until they started talking to our customers. Their stories about
us convinced the bank. In 1970, I became director of KUBO, supported by
a very good team, including Ton Bellekom, who died much too early. They
saved me from making lots of mistakes.’

BOTH STARTED
OUT AT
A YOUNG AGE
Even after 75 years, KUBO is still a family business.
Arie Kuiper (1907) started it in 1945, his son Ed (1946)
expanded it nationally, and his son Wouter (1975) turned
KUBO into an important international player. Ed and
Wouter Kuiper on the growth of a family business.

‘I’VE GIVEN GRANDDAD’S CIGAR AN HONOURABLE NEW
LEASE OF LIFE. ON THEIR ANNIVERSARIES, EMPLOYEES
RECEIVE A BRONZE, SILVER, GOLD, OR PLATINUM CIGAR.’
Sweep up first
Wouter: ‘When I was ten, I really wanted a BMX mountain bike. “OK,” said
Ed, and we got in the car. I thought we were going to the bike shop, but we
stopped at the company. I had to sweep up to earn money for a bicycle. At
that time, I knew exactly when Grandpa had been at the company, because
there would be cigar butts everywhere, from the cigars he constantly gave
away. 6 months later, my father said, “Come on, you’ve earned enough for a
bike.” But I didn’t want it anymore. Now that I knew how long I had to work
for it, I thought it was a waste of money.’
Wouter’s first order
‘Ten years later, as an assignment when I was studying at technical college,
I reorganised the workshop. That was stressful, but it went well. Even so,
I didn’t want to work at KUBO right after my studies. With Ed and Ton above me,
I didn’t see how I could achieve my ambitions. Ed then gave me the freedom
to develop exports. I remember not using a 1,000 euro plane ticket so I could
seal a deal in the Netherlands. Ton Bellekom came to me and said that it
really wasn’t acceptable. But I did close an order worth millions as a result.’
Ed: ‘Ton and Wouter were like cat and dog for the first 6 months, after that
they understood each other. That was when I knew that Wouter was ready
to take over from me. Thanks to his focus on export, 95% of our projects
are now outside the Netherlands, and we still make the most innovative
greenhouses.’
Arie’s cigar lives on
Wouter: ‘I’ve given granddad’s cigar an honourable new lease of life. On their
anniversaries, employees receive a bronze, silver, gold, or platinum cigar.’
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[ Goats and sheep graze on weeds
in the dunes of ‘s-Gravenzande ]
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Casey’s father immigrated to
the Canadian state of British
Columbia in 1951 to grow
flowers and berries. In 1976,
Casey joined the company
that he would later expand
enormously in British Columbia,
California and Utah. Casey has
known with all 3 generations
of Kuiper in their director roles,
and was involved in the
groundbreaking Ultra-Clima
greenhouse.

‘	WORK MUST
BE FUN.
AND WORKING
WITH KUBANS
CERTAINLY IS!’
Casey Houweling has been KUBO’s overseas customer from the outset.
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It was 1984, and I was looking for a Dutch greenhouse builder.
I wanted to expand from ornamental flowers to tomatoes,
and I wanted a 3.5-metre high greenhouse. I thought that
would only be possible in the Netherlands. But no one wanted
to build so high; until I found Ed Kuiper, who was brave enough.
The greenhouse was shipped and built by a Dutch crew,
who also complained about the height, but they managed it.
With a length of 140 metres and a surface area of 25,000 m2,
it was the largest greenhouse in British Columbia. Since we’ve
always maintained it well, it’s still there!’
Ultra-Clima greenhouse
‘Back then, tomatoes weren’t grown in greenhouses and on rock
wool, and I knew nothing about it. But I got a Dutch horticulturist
to come over for advice, and I learned quickly. We were already
making a profit in the first year. From then on until 1993, we built
a new greenhouse every 18 months, until all our 20 hectares of
land was full. KUBO was always on hand to help, and if a supplier
delivered something wrong, as once the case with racks, it was
quickly resolved. In 2006, we built the first prototype of the
Ultra-Clima greenhouse together. Initially it was to keep out
whiteflies, but gradually we developed a revolutionary greenhouse
system that can cope with any climate with minimal energy and
water consumption. This allowed me to continue growing in
California during the winter, and even expand into the hostile
climate of Utah.’

‘I WANTED TO EXPAND FROM ORNAMENTAL
FLOWERS TO TOMATOES, AND I WANTED A
3.5-METRE HIGH GREENHOUSE. I THOUGHT THAT
WOULD ONLY BE POSSIBLE IN THE NETHERLANDS.’

‘I’VE KNOWN WOUTER SINCE HE WAS A BOY.
ED WAS VERY INVOLVED WITH OUR BUSINESS,
HE WANTED US TO DO WELL.’
With Eef to North Pole
‘My wife and I were once invited by the mayor of a town called
North Pole, in Alaska. They wanted to build a greenhouse there,
and asked for my advice. My wife didn’t feel like going, so I thought,
“I’ll take Eef with me, he can sell a greenhouse on the spot.”
KUBO had already built in Siberia, so why not. The deal was done
as planned. So we flew there for 8 days, 4 of which we spent fishing
for salmon. After all, work should be fun. The Kubans and I agree
on that.’
3 directors
‘I have the greatest respect for the way Ed took over the business
from Arie. I think Arie kept Ed in the wings a bit too long, and
that’s why he made way for Wouter just in time. Ed was excellent
with logistics and automation, he was one of the first to start laser
cutting and also set up his own machine factory. He was constantly
looking for efficiency gains. Wouter is much more focused on sales,
and sees opportunities in internationalisation. Every director is
therefore exactly the right person for their time.’
Pride
‘There’s a patriotic atmosphere at KUBO. I’ve been in the factory
and in the office many times, and I can see how proud everyone
is of what they’ve achieved together. I think that’s the key to their
success.’

Campervan
‘The business relationship with the people at KUBO quickly
turned into friendship. Ed and Cocky bought a campervan,
and often came over for holidays with the whole family. So I’ve
known Wouter ever since he was a kid. Ed was very involved with
our company, he wanted us to do well. Ton Bellekom, Jaap de
Vries and Jaap’s wife often visited and stayed in the same camper.
Jaap was KUBO’s troubleshooter at the time, a role taken over
later by Eef ter Laak. That’s how I got to know and become friends
with a lot of people from KUBO.’
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‘MANY BUSINESS
CONTACTS
BECOME FRIENDS.’
Eef ter Laak - Senior technical & sales advisor Eef ter Laak started
working when just 16, making him the longest serving employee
at KUBO, a title he’ll hold on to for a long time.

‘I started in the building on Havenstraat which is now an MG
garage, which is why I wanted to be photographed there.
I was no easy 16-year-old, so my technical school mentor said
I would be a good fit for KUBO. The workshop foreman was
Lau Hofman, and would apparently be a good supervisor for me.
That turned out to be absolutely true, he was a fantastic guy.
In the same year that I started at KUBO, my father died.
Lau Hofman gave me a lot of support from during this period,
I also visited his home.’
Arie’s Agio cigars
‘I started as a workshop assistant: punching, sawing, cutting and
welding. We also had a workshop in Hoek van Holland where we
made aluminium vents. If I was needed there, Arie would drive me.
Arie was a very striking man, who really respected his people. For
example, he regularly bought apples to hand out to the staff, and
chrysanthemums from grower Arnold Eussen for the ladies. With
our weekly pay packets, we got a cigar. I’ve still got an Agio cigar
Arie gave me. And, when we moved to this building, Ed Kuiper gave
me the silver cigar boxes that Arie always kept in his office. I moved
from production to ventilation systems, and from there to service.
In 1973 there was a big storm, and I drove with Jaap de Vries in a
Hanomag van from greenhouse to greenhouse to repair glazing.’
Screen also supplied a decade long
In the late 1980s, it became common for a greenhouse builder to
also supply the screen installation. KUBO wasn’t doing that at the
time, and I did an 18-month apprenticeship with Luc Aalbrecht in
‘s-Gravenzande to learn all about screens. Then we started selling
his screen packages. However, buying in like this makes you
uncompetitive, so we had to set up our own production. In the
meantime everything got bigger and bigger, and Jaap de Vries
and I could barely handle it. When we received a very large order
in Zeeland in 1999, I went to see our financial man, Ton Bellekom.
I said that it was better to stop with screens, and start working
with Peter Dekker Installaties.
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‘IN FACT, OUR
CUSTOMERS
MADE ME A
REPRESENTATIVE.’
[ Eef in front of the second KUBO branch ]

Ton wanted to approach a number of other companies to see if
they could come up with a better deal. Then I said, “If you do that,
I’m gone.” Peter Dekker Installaties got the work, and we still work
very well together.’
Elected salesperson by customers
‘In fact, our customers made me a representative. They trusted me,
and at a certain point they didn’t want an agent or representative,
but me. Pacific Growers is a US company owned by the Van
Wingerden family, and close to the Canadian border on the
west coast. Our agent is on the east coast, 5,000 miles away.
When I’m in Canada, it’s easier for me to visit them than the agent.
I’ve been going there for years, eat at their home, and they’ve
got a mobile home ready and waiting on a hill where I can stay.

‘THEY TRUSTED ME, AND AT A CERTAIN
POINT THEY DIDN’T WANT AN AGENT
OR REPRESENTATIVE, BUT ME.’
It’s the same situation with the DeVry family in British Columbia.
After Jaap de Vries took early retirement, I also became the contact
person for Casey Houweling, and became friends with that family.
In the Netherlands, all kinds of business contacts have also become
friendships, such as that with orchid grower Aad de Koning. I had
to bring him a contract on Christmas Eve that had to be signed
immediately in connection with a subsidy. I knocked on the door,
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give him the contract, and he gave me a bottle of whiskey in
return. I didn’t even know him.’
A greenhouse for Guatemala
‘Rebecca, Casey Houweling’s daughter, had been to Guatemala
and wanted to do something about poverty in the country.
She had seen how difficult farming was. Vegetables were often
washed away by rain before they had a chance to root properly.
Casey thought a greenhouse would help, and asked if Wouter
could do anything. We had a 500-m2 test greenhouse here, and
Wouter said he could have it. When I heard, I said to Wouter,
“You’re not going to give your biggest customer a second-hand
greenhouse, are you?” “What then?” replied Walter. “A new one,”
I said. Wouter said, “You’re crazy. How much does that cost?”
Then I got colleagues Sonja Nederpel and Nick van Vliet onboard,
and we started recruiting sponsors together. Advertising agency
Wubbe made a brochure for us for free. A week later, the Horti
Fair was held, and the three of us visited all the stands. In no time
we had everything we needed; money, glass, steel, a computer,
and containers. The DeVry family sold me electrical tools in
Canada for $5,000, because the mains is also 110 volts in
Guatemala.’
Building with colleagues
‘Whoever wanted to help build it, received a ticket from Wouter.
You had to use your own free time. During the 2012 Christmas
holidays, we built the greenhouse with a group of colleagues,

both internal and external, such as Nol Mast. Even Wouter went,
with Jan Vellekoop from Peter Dekker Installaties, one of the
sponsors. In Guatemala, people are devoted Christians, so I said
to the lads, “You have to go to church there” They didn’t want to,
but they went anyway. I knew what was awaiting them, but didn’t
tell them. During the service, the children’s singing is so incredible,
it brings tears to your eyes. Colleagues who had already been
then told the newly arrived colleagues that they absolutely had

‘IN GUATEMALA, PEOPLE ARE DEVOTED CHRISTIANS,
SO I SAID TO THE LADS, “YOU HAVE TO GO
TO CHURCH THERE” THEY DIDN’T WANT TO,
BUT THEY WENT ANYWAY.’
to go to church, because it really had to be experienced. What a
wonderful project. Every cent spent there directly benefits the poor.
In fact, everyone should have gone, even if only to see how a family
makes a meal with no more than two eggs.’

material for two containers, so I asked Wouter if I could order two
containers. He said it was fine.’
In the meantime, Nol Mast walks past the meeting room at KUBO.
Eef calls him inside. Nol Mast asks, ‘Are you talking about
Guatemala? Wow, that was something. We were handing out food
parcels when we came across a woman with 4 children who lived
under a roof of corrugated iron. They were as poor church mice.
But in church, she was full of cheer and happiness. Singing and
dancing out of gratitude for life. At the place we stayed, a woman
and her daughter cooked for us. Her husband had been shot
dead during a carjacking. I had a big pile of clothes from my wife
and daughter, so I said to her, pick out some clothes, they’re in my
bedroom. They didn’t dare go in, so I said “The door has a key.
You two go in together and lock the door behind you.” We ate
while they tried the clothes out. After a lot of giggling, they
selected a number of items of clothing. The next Sunday they
appeared at church, each wearing one of my wife’s winter coats.
It was 35 degrees, but they wanted to show off their coats.’

Permanent project
‘This “Seeds of Tomorrow” project has now become a central part
of my life. Since the greenhouse was built, I’ve constantly been
collecting clothes, toys, sports equipment, and school supplies,
which are all stored at KUBO. The missionary over there, Les Peters,
lets me know what people need, and I try to arrange it.Recently,
20 of us collected a truck full of school furniture. I had enough
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‘WOUTER KUIPER
AND I ARE
	LIKE TWO PEAS
IN A POD.’
Jan Vellekoop is co-owner of Peter Dekker Installaties (PDI) in
Naaldwijk, which supplies 99% of all screen installations for KUBO’s
greenhouses. It was Eef ter Laak who initially proposed outsourcing
the screens to PDI. Jan has been hanging out with Wouter Kuiper for
over 15 years, a guarantee for some fun anecdotes.

‘We came into contact with KUBO through
Eef ter Laak. I used to come across him at
construction meetings. KUBO always did
the screens themselves, but at a certain
point they were facing a mammoth job,
and Eef thought that KUBO should
outsource it. In the early years, I travelled
a lot with Eef. He’s like me; someone who
likes to stop off when underway if we see
an interesting farm, just to have a look
around. We’re also as happy a couple of
little kids if we manage to save enough
points to get an upgrade. Once, I needed
his passport to make such an upgrade,
so now I know that his first name is
Everhardus. Whenever I call him, I always
call him Everhardus. In the beginning,
we often went on trips to clients, later I
went with Wouter more and more often.’
Bad boys
‘Wouter and I started out as business contacts, but quickly
became friends. That’s because we both love a bit of mischief.
We may be directors, but we still enjoy a campfire or climbing
over a fence because we want to see something. When we travel
together, we always come up with the same ideas. For example,
we were in China and I thought, if we fly back at night and go via
Singapore, we can watch some of the Formula 1. While he had
already arranged the tickets!’
No questions, just announcements
‘Travelling is often very ad hoc. He called me one Saturday
afternoon when I was on holiday in Spain, announcing, ‘We have
to go to China on Tuesday!’ It’s never a question, we don’t bother
with that, we only make announcements. So there I was, flying back
to the Netherlands on Sunday, when I remembered I needed a
visa. I applied for it on Monday, but I had no guarantee that it

‘THAT’S STRESSFUL, BUT NEVER FOR WOUTER.
HE ALWAYS BELIEVES EVERYTHING WILL TURN
OUT FINE. AND IT DID, SO WE GOT TO CHINA
IN TIME TO SIGN A MEGA ORDER.’

Need a campervan?
‘Wouter loves sharing. I once let it slip that I’d like to go away
with a campervan for a few days. His reply? “I bought one, you
can borrow it. If you pick it up on Thursday, you can pack up on
Friday and leave on Saturday.” That was great, of course. I went
to see him on Thursday, and he said, “It’s on its way.” A brand
new campervan was delivered a little later. Before even touching
it himself, he lent it to me! Isn’t that something special?’
Always inquisitive
‘Every year, we go on a trip with 20 businesspeople and visit
companies and plantations where we can learn something.
Wouter and I always take a break together, so we discover
a city or something like that before the group does. We always
make sure that we get to see something extra.’

‘A BRAND NEW CAMPERVAN WAS DELIVERED
A LITTLE LATER. BEFORE EVEN TOUCHING IT HIMSELF,
HE LENT IT TO ME! ISN’T THAT SOMETHING SPECIAL?’
Getting the most out of a trip
‘We invariably travel with an impossible itinerary to get the most
out of a trip. We also like to arrive a day earlier, to build up strength
for the negotiations. And when we’re done, we try to get home
on an earlier flight. We both get a kick out of cramming as much
as possible into the shortest possible time. We work 16-hour days,
but for us it’s relaxing, because we’re not bothered by all those
day-to-day things otherwise on your mind.’
A quick beer
‘We’re also good at getting a beer when we arrive at a hotel
before going to our room. And then we suddenly find it’s 4 in the
morning. That can be a wasted opportunity sometimes. Once,
we wanted a really nice room in Las Vegas, but to keep the cost
within reason we decided to share. That night, we propped up
the bar for so long that we only had time to shower and change
afterwards, because we had to carry on with our journey. So we
didn’t even sleep there.’
Two roles
‘Our business and private roles don’t interfere with each other at
all. On the contrary, our relationship has only benefitted. It also
helps that our wives get along well. We can disagree on business,
but that never lasts long, and then everything gets back to normal.
When we’re with a customer, however, we’re automatically on the
same page, without arranging anything beforehand. If one of us
forgets to mention something, the other picks it up. In business
conversations, he’s very clear, but as soon as we walk away,
he switches straight back to his normal self. When he calls,
I can immediately hear which Wouter’s on the line. One bit
of advice; never call him on Monday morning!’

would be ready at Schiphol before my flight left. That’s stressful,
but never for Wouter. He always believes everything will turn out
fine. And it did, so we got to China in time to sign a mega order.
That required a KUBO stamp, which he had forgotten. So he
arranged for a stamp to be made on the spot.’
Where’s my wallet?
‘In Canada, we were driving from our hotel to a customer when
Wouter noticed that he didn’t have his wallet. He had put it on
the roof when getting in. Anyone else would immediately turn
around, or at least block his cards. Not Wouter. “I’ll do that later.
First the appointment with the customer.” When we got back to
the hotel, it turned out his wallet had been found, with all its
contents intact. He always loses his keys. And I’ve seen him enter
a hotel in his bathrobe. He’d gone out of the back door for a
look, and the door had closed behind him, so he had to walk
round to the front.’
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Martin: ‘Our relationship with the Kuipers goes back a long way.
My dad Tinus was friends with Arie Kuiper. They were both smiths;
my dad in Kwintsheul, Arie Kuiper in Monster. Another similarity
was that both families lived in a house declared uninhabitable.
At one point, Arie built the largest house in Monster, after which
my dad decided to build the highest house in Kwintsheul, only
beaten by the church. When Arie came to visit, I heard his stories.
For example, about the time he saw some elderly people being
treated rudely by a bus driver. He got off the bus, which was
already ready to drive away. The bus stopped on top of his toe.
Despite this, Arie first gave the driver a good piece of his mind,
and only afterwards said, “And now get the hell off my toe!”’
Heating competitors
Ronald: ‘My granddad was an engineer at the water pumping
station in the Broekpolder. He lived there with his wife, and
Martin was also born there. Tinus could weld and understood
technology, so he regularly did odd jobs for farmers and
horticulturists. After 17 years at the pumping station, he decided
to start a small business there. He repaired greenhouses, installed
heating, and carried out maintenance. At the time, KUBO was
already building greenhouses. They took care of the steel, while
Eekhout made the wooden facades. Because KUBO supplied
heating itself, my dad stayed away from KUBO’s clients. They were
competitors, but they both wished each other well with their
turnover. Grandpa Tinus also bought his suspension material
from KUBO.’

‘	ALREADY A
RELATIONSHIP
OVER THREE
GENERATIONS.’
The relationship between Verkade Klimaat and KUBO goes back
three generations. Tinus Verkade worked with Arie Kuiper, Martin
Verkade worked with Arie and Ed Kuiper, and Ronald Verkade
now works with Wouter Kuiper. The two family businesses have
grown together from local to internationally active companies.

Coal, oil, and natural gas
Martin: ‘At that time, more and more farmers were moving to
greenhouse construction. The fuel used to heat greenhouses
changed quite quickly. It started with coal, then oil, and later
natural gas. Things were moving fast, as was shown by one
horticulturist who had a lorry in his yard with the text “Coal, oil,
gas... I wish I could keep up.” As a kid, I even once took part in
a parade with the slogan: ‘Coal? Not in my street, use oil to heat’.
In 1966, we moved from the high house in Heulweg to Kerkstraat.
I took over from my dad in 1968, and expanded the company
to include climate systems for utilities and homes, mainly for
the Netherlands and Belgium.’
Eating and sleeping
Martin: ‘Arie and I already exported some stuff to France and
Switzerland. Then we drove there in his car. But in France, the
signs with place names are after the intersections, so we ended
up going round in circles. He dropped me off at home after a
long overnight drive. The next morning I saw his car in front
of my house; he was asleep inside. So I woke him up, and said,
“Hey Arie, this isn’t a hotel” Arie could eat like a horse. We went
to Paris on the train once, and took a seat in the dining car. By the
time we’d reached Breda, still in the Netherlands, we’d already
polished off our first big meal. Our second dinner followed in
Belgium, and a third upon arrival in Paris. Arie also had all kinds
of food with him, including 2 kg of cheese. The breakfast in Paris
was a bit meagre, so I asked Arie, “You’ve still got some cheese
with you, I hope?” He looked at me, shrugged, and said, “I ate
that last night.”
Verkade Klimaat acquires the greenhouse heating company
Martin: ‘In 1996, KUBO stopped with heating, and they asked us
if we wanted to take care of that side for the KUBO greenhouses
in the future. I faxed Ed that it seemed like a good idea, and
something that our sons could do together successfully. I also
made a blind offer of 25,000 (€12,500) guilders for everything
KUBO still had in heating material. That was accepted.’
Ronald: ‘Since that day, I’ve had a sales meeting at KUBO
every Monday morning. So, 21 years and counting.’
Family troubles
Martin: ‘When Ed came to work at KUBO, 4 employees wanted
to out a stop to it, because they wanted to take over the business
themselves. One of them was my brother Hans. The same day,
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all 4 of them were gone; Arie had fired them on the spot. My dad
then thought my brother Hans could come and work for me in
the business. That didn’t seem like a good idea to me. I got along
well with my brother, but I’ve seen too many examples of problems
caused by 2 brothers in one company. Back then, I used to go
every Saturday to the house of a friend, Kees Zeeman to eat rice
pudding with currants and pork chop. One Saturday, he told me
he was planning to sell his heating and plumbing business.
I asked for how much, he mentioned an amount, and I said,
“Sold!” I gave his business to my brother, who was very successful
with it. But he died way too young, at the age of 50.’
Only 1%
Martin: ‘At one point we set up a purchasing organisation with
Arie Poortman, Duijnisveld, Bos Greenhouses, Zeeman, KUBO
and Verkade Climate. We made annual agreements with Van
Leeuwen pipe and tubes about how much we would purchase,
and we were given a bonus for doing so. Arie Kuiper refused to
sign the agreement. He said, “My word is my word. I’ve signed
once in my life, that’s enough.” At the end of the year, we had
dinner with Piet van Leeuwen. He said, “Have those guys done
their best? Then give them a 1% bonus.” But 1% was a very nice
50,000 guilders (€25,000). Arie and Piet concluded the evening
with their personal competition: which of them had put on the
least weight in that year.’
Exports take off
Ronald: ‘I was born above the business, and cleaned the workshop
when I was a kid. After I finished my energy technology course,
I said that I’d like to take over the business. My dad replied,
“Then it’s better to start today than tomorrow” That was in 1992,
a bad time, but after reorganising a year later, we started growing
steadily, especially in The Netherlands. From 2000, we started
doing more abroad, and I often flew with Wouter to prospects.
Once, we went to De Ruiter Seeds in Spain. Wouter was allowed
in and I wasn’t, because they didn’t need heating. So I just went
for a drive around, and made notes of various horticultural
suppliers that I came across. Much later, this led to an order from
a sister company in Mexico. But in Spain, my first sale was only
10 years later.’

‘WHEN HE COMES BACK, WE’LL SLAM
OUR FOLDERS SHUT AND LEAVE.’
Hard negotiations
Ronald: ‘Foreign customers often wanted turnkey projects,
so the partnership with KUBO became increasingly close.
Once, we were negotiating hard in Russia. At a certain point,
the customer left the room, then one of his staff told us that
they’d already bought a greenhouse the day before. Wouter
said to me, “When he comes back, we’ll slam our folders shut
and leave” And that’s what we did. That man didn’t understand
what was going on. We said, “No point in further talks, because
you’ve already bought a greenhouse” He responded that if we
were cheaper, he’d still choose our product. We think that’s a
poor way to do business, and said, “You’ve already given your
word to someone. We’re not interested in being in the middle
of that.” And we left.
Another time, again in Russia, Wouter, Henk van Tuijl and I sealed
a deal which we were supposed to sign with the client’s lawyers
the next day. But the lawyers started changing things we’d agreed
on. I said to Wouter: “I think you should get really angry and walk
away” A little later, Wouter hit the table hard, got up, and walked
out of the door angrily. The Russians were dumbstruck. They asked
if I could get Wouter back, but I said that Henk and I were also
leaving because they had torn up everything agreed the day
before. They spluttered. Then we got them to get their boss,
and I only called Wouter to come back when he arrived.
We’re good at this kind of thing.’
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Nol Mast has worked as a greenhouse glazier his entire life.
He’s seen KUBO grow, and gradually became a Kuban himself
despite his self-employed status. For the past 14 years, he has
been responsible for the glazing service for KUBO greenhouses.
‘KUBO used to be a corner shop, but now
it’s a hypermarket. I’ve seen it all happen,
as a glazier for KUBO greenhouses.
Initially, I worked for all kinds of glazing
companies, including Jack Middelburg,
the motorbike racer. After 2.5 years,
I started my own business. All I needed
then was a number from the Chamber
of Commerce, a van, a putty heater,
and a couple of planks so I could stand
on the greenhouse.’

‘	GREENHOUSE
BUILDING USED
TO BE MORE
DANGEROUS,
BUT MORE FUN.’
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No stress, no planning
‘There were plenty of cowboy glaziers, but on the other hand
there was Nol van Roon, an excellent company. I thought I
should maintain ties with them. Nol did all the glazing for KUBO
greenhouses. Every Friday, he went to Arie Kuiper’s office to find
out what needed doing the following week. I would then take on
part of that work, I had about 8 people working for me. It was a
fun time; you did your thing, without too much stress or planning.
There were no mobile phones at the time, so if I needed a roll of
rubber, I used to walk with the grower to his house during the
lunch break to call Nol. He’d then get a roll of rubber from the
factory and bring it the next day. At night, when the kids were
in bed, I would call to arrange more work or manpower.’

‘I USED TO CUT MYSELF TWICE A WEEK,
AND SERIOUSLY TWICE A YEAR. I’VE SEEN
SOME NASTY ACCIDENTS.’
Helping each other
‘At the time, glazing wasn’t toughened. We often used junk from
Eastern European. I used to cut myself twice a week, and seriously
twice a year. I’ve seen some nasty accidents. Too many! Still, it was
a fun time. Everyone helped each other if there was too much or
not enough work, then settled up at the end of the year. If your
tractor broke, you borrowed one, and if I was asked for a quote
to find out if I was cheaper than Pete, I’d say, “I charge what Pete
charges.” “Do you know what Pete charges?” “No, but I can give
him a call.” Basically, us builders didn’t undercut each other.’

Frugal Arie
‘Arie Kuiper was in charge then, although Ed already arranged
a lot of things. Nol van Roon and I were asked to build a fence at
Arie’s house with materials from KUBO. When we finished after
a day’s work, I was paid 5 guilders (€2.50). Nol got nothing.
“You already earn enough,” he was told. That really was due to the
post-war frugality. On the other hand, if you worked well, you got
a cigar. Arie hated wasting materials, so we had to take everything
away. The customer had to realise, above all, that it was valuable.’

‘WHEN WE WERE FINISHED AFTER A DAY’S WORK,
I WAS PAID 5 GUILDERS (€2.50). NOL GOT NOTHING.
“YOU EARN ENOUGH,” HE WAS TOLD.’
Higher and higher
‘Meanwhile, the greenhouses kept getting higher. The standard
post height was 2.20 or 2.40 metres. I was sent to Northern Holland
to build a 2.70-metre greenhouse. I didn’t like it. “If they all get
that high, I’m stopping.” Modern greenhouses are 7 metres high.
At one point, I needed an 80,000 guilder (€40,000) machine just
to carry on. I didn’t have that much cash. Nol paid half. and I
gradually deducted the amount owed from my invoices. When
another big customer of mine went bankrupt and I missed out
on 30,000 guilders (€15,000), Nol lent me the money to pay my
workers. Otherwise I’d have gone bankrupt, because I didn’t have
a company and was personally liable for everything.’
Head first into the mud
‘Once we were building a greenhouse with a new, narrower gutter.
The ground was muddy, and you literally had to pull your boots
straight up out of the mud by hand to walk. Ed stopped by to take
photos. He had the camera in front of his face and wanted to take
a step forward, but fell headfirst into the mud. In his best suit! He
had to wash his clothes with water from the ditch before getting
back in the car.’
Incredible growth
‘I’ve been working on my own for the past 14 years. Nol van Roon
passed away, and his son-in-law continued the business. Now,
I only do service work and only for KUBO. I’ve been working for
KUBO for so many years that people think I’m on the payroll, but
I’ve always been self-employed. A couple of years ago, I went for
a walk with KUBO’s executor Ben Wubs. During the lunch break,
the office workers came out for a stroll. I said to Ben, “I don’t know
half these people”. He replied, “Neither do I” The company has
grown so much, and obviously I’m happy for them too.’
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‘	KUBO IS A GROUP
OF FRIENDS.’
Engineering sector manager Eric Vrijenhoek has held
various positions in his 16 years at KUBO. Every day,
he still enjoys the amazing journey that all the colleagues
have embarked on together.
‘Working at KUBO is for pioneers. Over and over again, we
do something that is new to us. I remember going to Romania
with Ron Arensman to outsource the machining of aluminium
profiles. We had no idea who we would meet there, or what
we needed to buy or arrange for the outsourcing. Someone
we knew had given us a contact. There, racing along the road
with a driver at 130 to 150 km/h, you can suddenly come
across a horse and cart, or an old woman at the roadside
selling something. I thought, I’m never getting out of this
alive. After a 2.5-hour drive, we found ourselves in a tiny
sweltering room negotiating the extrusion and machining of
aluminium profiles with people who still didn’t have a single
machine to do the work. They were also in considerably less
of a rush to get started than we were. But if you can raise a
glass of wine to the conclusion of the negotiations, and see
everything up and running 6 months later, that’s great.’
Milestone
‘A personal milestone for me was the moment when we
reorganised KUBO into its current model of a horizontal
organisation with sectors but no hierarchies. That plan was laid
down during a day out to Zwaag for brainstorming in November
2016 with the 3 board members, the 3 future sector managers,
and Edwin Huybers. The board of directors was given a different
role and we, as sector managers, this new role. It meant we had
more responsibilities. That put us into a pioneering role again,
because although there was a management plan to keep
growth manageable, putting it into practice was still a joint effort.
I remember a photo of us all standing there cheering. Incidentally,
I find all the annual days out for brainstorming enormously
inspiring.’

We also went bowling and barbecuing with the whole department.
If you meet in person and don’t talk about work for a while, but
about who you are, your family, your background or hobbies,
then the contact afterwards is different. You don’t have to become
friends, but these encounters do create bonds.’

‘GOING TO LONDON AND KEEPING THE BAR ON
THE FERRY BUSY UNTIL DEEP INTO THE NIGHT,
BUT CHEERFULLY CYCLING AROUND THE NEXT
DAY WITH A SORE HEAD.’
One big journey
‘Travel is fun, because you never know what’s going to happen.
Wouter thinks KUBO is a vehicle we travel in. He often says,
“Are you coming on a journey with me?” That’s how it feels.
We’re on a real journey with the company; we know where we’re
going, but not how the journey will go, just that it will be fun.’
Not family, but friends
‘Happy memories? It’s difficult to say, there are so many. I enjoy
every week. The outings with the staff association are always
fantastic. A board member almost buying a beach bar. Going to
London and keeping the bar on the ferry busy until deep into the
night, but cheerfully cycling around the next day with a sore head.
Exploring Texel by tandem with our partners. Or, during COVID-19,
an online pub quiz where we got a drink package delivered to
our homes. Lots of people always join in. Wouter talks about
the KUBO family, but I think we’re more like a group of friends.
You can’t choose your family, but you can choose your friends.’

‘THERE WAS A MANAGEMENT PLAN TO KEEP
GROWTH MANAGEABLE, BUT PUTTING IT INTO
PRACTICE WAS STILL A JOINT EFFORT.’
Indian colleagues
‘Two years ago, we went to India with a few people to introduce
ourselves, and to get to know our colleagues there better.
We’d set up an interesting programme for our visit. Our hosts
suggested we come Friday instead of Monday, so we could
visit the Taj Mahal first. That was an offer we couldn’t refuse.
Our Indian colleagues had already visited the Netherlands for a
10-day programme in which we showed them around the country.
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[ KUBO steel factory ]
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‘	AN EXCELLENT
RELATIONSHIP
FOR 50 YEARS!’
His father bought a greenhouse from KUBO, then he bought
several from KUBO himself, and last year Hans van den Ende,
with his sons and fellow board members Sam, Tim and Rob of
Van Den Ende Rozen, again opted for a KUBO greenhouse.

‘In 1972, my father had a greenhouse built,
his first KUBO greenhouse. Previously, he
grew his lettuce and tomatoes in a wooden
greenhouse. When the greenhouse was
finished, I saw Arie Kuiper, quite a heavy
man, walking through it. However, his body
weight didn’t stop him from bending over,
picking up a metal ring, and putting it in
his pocket. It was taken back to the company
where I don’t suppose they were happy
with him, but it went back.’
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From gypsophila to roses
‘In 1978, I started my own business. KUBO supplied my first
greenhouse, followed by several more. In 1990, I started a new
gypsophila company, and had another KUBO greenhouse built,
this time covering 20,000 m2. In 2000, my son said, “I want to get
into horticulture too.” I replied, “OK, but grow something other
than gypsophila, because they need intensive seasonal workers
that aren’t available.” He worked for various growers, and soon
decided he wanted to grow roses, so that’s what we did. In 2008,
we built this 45,000-m2 KUBO greenhouse, and a second
35,000-m2 KUBO greenhouse last year.’

‘I WANTED TO GROW ROSES,
SO WE DID.’
Other greenhouse builders don’t even want to quote
‘I’ve no experience with any other greenhouse builder.
The relationship with KUBO is simply good. When I ask
others to submit a quote, they’re don’t exactly get excited.

“You’re only going to choose KUBO again,” they say, and I
understand what they mean. Usually you ask others just to keep
your regular supplier sharp, but that’s not necessary with KUBO.
They don’t take advantage of your trust. In fact, I’m sure that Eef
ter Laak will do everything to ensure that I choose KUBO again.
He’d be very upset if I used someone else. That didn’t happen
this time either, because the builder I asked for a serious quote
couldn’t match KUBO.’

‘WHEN I ASK OTHERS TO SUBMIT A QUOTE,
THEY’RE DON’T EXACTLY GET EXCITED. “YOU’RE
ONLY GOING TO CHOOSE KUBO AGAIN”, THEY SAY,
AND I UNDERSTAND WHAT THEY MEAN.’
Eef to the rescue
‘Eef is a fantastic guy, by the way. If there are any problems,
they send him and he solves it. He sticks to his word, so if there’s
any problem I call him. He always answers his phone too!

One funny detail is that we took skating lessons together
35 years ago. We chat about that sometimes.’

‘I CALLED WOUTER TO TELL HIM THAT
I WAS CANCELLING. HE SAID, “YOU’RE
ABSOLUTELY RIGHT.”’

Order, cancel, order
‘I’d ordered a new greenhouse, and a week later the flower
market collapsed because of COVID-19. I called Wouter to say
that I was cancelling. He said, “You’re absolutely right.” All the
other suppliers did the same; PDI, Stolze, Verkade Climate.
No one complained. That’s fantastic, isn’t it? After a few weeks,
the flower market picked up again, and I ordered the greenhouse
after all. The plants have just gone in it. We’re ready for the future
again. So is KUBO, I know that for sure’
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Rik van Teijlingen, logistics team leader, has been working at KUBO
for 16 years as the driving force behind our logistics department.
‘I’ve been working at KUBO since 2005.
It started with a colleague, Ted Zwinkels,
who had moved to KUBO. We’d worked
together in a glass factory, where I was
the foreman. He invited me to come and
see his new company, where he had been
hired as a director. That was the KUBO
factory, then still called Ferral Systems.
He wanted me to come and work for him,
but the noise of steel crashing around
didn’t appeal to me at all. But he kept
asking me until I said yes.’
Tightly-knit group
‘I was appointed expedition foreman there. Every Friday afternoon,
I shook hands with everyone and thanked them for their efforts
that week. They’d never experienced that before. We were our
own group within KUBO and very tightly knit. The guys from that
time, about seven or eight, are still there. We also have our own
driver, Edwin van Dijk. He was allocated a new truck that he could
choose for himself. That thing is sacred to him. When he goes on
holiday, I hire a different truck for our trailers, otherwise he’d
come and check his truck at the end of every working day.’
From freezing cold to the perfect expedition warehouse
‘Those early days were the most fun, but not the most comfortable.
I was in a building hut with no heating. In the winter, the keys of
my keyboards froze, so I ordered some heaters. We were growing
strongly then, and at one point Wouter said, “Come with me.”
We went to Havenstraat and he pointed at an old supermarket
warehouse, and announced, “That’s the new logistics centre.”
9,000 m2 of interior and 1,000 m2 of exterior. “This will be yours.”

‘	WE’VE
ALL GOT
EACH OTHER’S
BACKS.’
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We then all brainstormed together for 3 days about how we would
like to work there. The cost wasn’t an issue, the best working
method was what counted. The management would put on the
brakes if we went too crazy. So we devised and set up our own
logistics system, and it works well. No longer in a building hut,
I now have a fantastic office, together with Robin and Nijs.
I’m responsible for the transport to the Dutch projects, and
they organise the entire export to all worldwide projects.’

Old guard
‘The old guard is still around. Eef ter Laak, for example, was born
here and will remain here until his last breath. He’s got such a big
heart for the company, and the same applies to Martijn van Winden
and our Construction Engineer Marcel Mooijman and Willem Damen.
Those two are nuttier than fruitcakes, a real laugh. I believe they’re
not allowed to sit together anymore, because it gets too crazy.
That’s why COVID-19 is such a shame; we’re 75 years old, and
can’t even celebrate together.’
German pop music
‘Our company outings are always great fun. We once went to a
hotel in Bottrop, Germany, with a restaurant in a huge hall full of
other people sitting at tables. The atmosphere was quiet, cold
and minimal. I wondered where we’d ended up, but after a few
beers we were soon having fun. At some point, a guy appeared
with a microphone and suddenly a German popular music festival
began. In no time, everyone from KUBO was on the dance floor
and it turned into a massive party.’

‘WOUTER POINTED AT THE WAREHOUSE,
AND SAID, “THAT’S THE NEW LOGISTICS CENTRE.”
9,000 M2 OF INTERIOR AND 1,000 M2 OF
EXTERIOR. “THIS WILL BE YOURS.”’
Casino
‘We also went to a hotel by the sea in Zandvoort for a weekend.
I’d just started going out with a new girlfriend, and invited her
along. We started with a reception on the beach with a drink,
then had a walk on the beach, changed, and went to the casino
where we had our own KUBO roulette table.
Everyone received a starter pack with 100 euros of chips. I went
home with 700 euros! Later at the bar, Wouter introduced himself
to Yolan, my girlfriend. He always did that politely with every new
partner. He said, “Come on guys, let’s get another one.” But the
bartender says, “No, your time is up.” Apparently that had been
agreed with the staff association, so we had to change clothes
and go to the restaurant.

‘EVERYONE RECEIVED A STARTER PACK
WITH 100 EUROS OF CHIPS. I WENT HOME
WITH 700 EUROS!’
But at such moments, Wouter adopts his director’s role and said,
“You’d better bring a drink now, or I’ll buy this place.” The drink
was served. Wouter never had to introduce himself again after
that. Yolan was the one, and we’ve stayed together.’

New growth
‘No one leaves here unless it’s because they’re retiring. We’ve all
got each other’s backs, which is great. What I have noticed is that
I don’t know many people in the office anymore. I give everyone
who comes to work here a tour of our logistics centre, but after
that I usually don’t see them again. Well, that’s because KUBO is
growing so much. When you see all the countries in which we’re
active, it automatically makes you proud.’
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‘FROM A FLYING
START TO A
SINKING BARGE.’
Someone who has undoubtedly been through a lot is,
of course, Ed Kuiper, with an official employment history of
42 years and an unofficial history that is far from over.
Some of his memories.
‘In the early 1950s, we had a job in
Honselersdijk. We had to carry bottles
of gas and oxygen, materials, and tools,
so we rented a cargo bike from Van Mill
for 50 cents. Our youngest employee was
going to ride it. At the old auction site in
Poeldijk, he had to cross a high bridge,
which was lowered in later years.
Bystanders always helped out, otherwise
it would have been impossible. He too
got a hand with going up, but not with
descending on the other side. When the
lad turned to the right along the canal,
the cargo bike ended up on its side.
Then he did get some help.’

Dubious carnations in Dubrovnik
‘I was visiting a greenhouse in Dubrovnik in the former Yugoslavia
where Dutch carnations were grown, but they were in bad shape.
I thought; that grower was cheated by a Dutch supplier. Then the
grower showed me a document, a soil survey that had been carried
out by the demo greenhouse in Naaldwijk. The text was in Dutch,
English and French, and concluded that the soil contained too much
lime. I asked how he neutralised the soil. He said, “With lime.”
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There was already too much lime in the soil, and he was adding
more! He should have had the text translated better. The Dutch
embassy was 15 minutes away.’
Regularity
‘Our workshop manager liked regularity. You could set your watch
by his morning visit to the toilet, even on the day that he had
personally hired a construction worker to excavate the blocked
drains. The workshop manager ignored the sign on the bathroom
door: out of order. At the other end of the pipe, the construction
worker was just plugging in a new pipe when a little present popped
into the sand in front of him. What he shouted next can’t be
repeated.’
Return freight		
‘In the early 1950s, the company only had one means of transport,
a Renault Galio 2,500 kg truck. It was a very spartan thing.
Everything was made of steel, including the dashboard, and the
doors and roof were unclad. The noise inside was horrendous.
The seats had a minimum of upholstery. The doors couldn’t be
locked, and instead of an ignition lock there was a simple switch.
Back then, passengers were still allowed to ride in the cargo box.
The Renault had a hood that reached to the headboard, but the
back was open. Two people were allowed in the cabin, but the
driver had hammered a board between the seats for an illegal
third passenger. This person had to sit with their legs wide,
because the gear lever swung from one seat to the other.
One day, there was a job at a customer in the Noordoostpolder.
The driver and an assistant went. On the way back, a fellow KUBO
member rode with them. He had gone by public transport, and
rented a moped locally to visit a number of customers. They were
stopped by the police while the 3 of them were in the cabin,
with the assistant on the shelf between the seats. Because the
companion was wearing a leather jacket, the police officer made
him sit in the back of the truck. He thought he was much too good
for that, so he was constantly banging against the headboard
to make the driver stop so that he could get back in the cab.

But the driver didn’t stop. “You stay sitting comfortably,” he told
his assistant. On arrival in Monster, the driver was lectured about
the fact that he hadn’t stopped. His comment was, “I heard a
noise under the truck and I didn’t dare to stop because I was afraid
something would break and we wouldn’t be able to continue.”’

‘OUR WORKSHOP MANAGER LIKED REGULARITY.
YOU COULD SET YOUR WATCH BY HIS MORNING
VISIT TO THE TOILET.’
Traffic lights
‘A long time back, our driver had to pick up a load in Maasdijk,
and unload a kilometre further up. So he left the crane on his
truck stand at half height. Back at KUBO, the police were waiting
for him. The driver had no idea why. He hadn’t noticed that his
crane had knocked the rims off traffic lights above the road.
After that, the crane was always neatly folded away.’
The little brick office
‘The same driver, who by the way treated his truck very carefully,
had to deliver the materials for a new greenhouse in Dordrecht.
Halfway up the drive, there was a small brick building on one side
and the truck of the builder making the footings on the other. The
driver studied the situation, and saw the gap was just big enough.
After unloading, he reversed taking the same route. There was a
big bang, and when he got out he saw that he had hit the office
and that the building had been torn from its foundations and
shifted 12 cm. The bookkeeper came running out trembling and
white as a sheet. It turned out that the builder making the footings
had moved his truck slightly closer to the office during unloading,
so the gap was no longer big enough. On the day of the delivery
of the greenhouse, when we were also supposed to be paid, we
went to see the grower with dread in our hearts. To our surprise,
the grower didn’t mind at all that the office had been hit. It was
already an obstacle that he’d wanted to demolish much earlier.
As a bonus, the bookkeeper should have retired long before,

but kept failing to do so. This incident was reason enough for the
bookkeeper to end his career. The office could be demolished,
and the delivery was very jovial.’
The joke of the director who went to China
‘I was supposed to go to China with my sons to visit the World Fair.
I thought I could also visit a business associate in South Korea at
the same time. When checking in at Schiphol, they asked for a
visa for China. Visa? That day ended at the Chinese restaurant
in De Lier.’
Night in Turkey
‘Jaap de Vries and I visited a customer in Turkey. We had to take a
ferry, a piece of junk dating from the 1930s. On the way, a storm
started blowing. It was pitch dark on the other side of the river, as
there had been a power cut. Our client’s son picked us up in a car
with only one windshield wiper to take us to the hotel. We drove
up and down the same road a few times until we saw a small light
from a candle in the hotel window. Inside, we were also given a
burning candle to find our way to our room. The next morning,
the power was back on. A year later, I heard that our ferry had
sunk in a storm.’
Taxi in Istanbul
‘Back in Istanbul, we wanted to see a bit of the city. A Turk in front
of the hotel asks us, “TAXI?” I said to Jack, “Be careful that we
don’t get ripped off.” The man then replies in Dutch, “I’m not
ripping you off!” He offered us a tour, and in the end all 3 of us
had a really pleasant evening.’
A dirty pool
‘We went to Canada with a construction crew. Together with the
grower, we bought tractors and soil drilling rigs, and got to work.
The grower also bought a trailer with bedrooms for the workers,
so everything was well arranged. Until it was Sunday. The grower
was Christian, but he didn’t mind us continuing the work.
Others in the surroundings were less enthusiastic.
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Watering plants
‘When a loyal colleague became incapacitated for work, we came
up with something for him so that he could still maintain his
relationship with the company; he used to come to the office to
look after the plants. He’d normally come around coffee time,
so that he could have a chat with everyone. So, there was a dark
corner in the cafeteria with a plant that wasn’t doing very well.
It looked like it was on its last legs. Then he was told it was a
plastic plant. “But I always watered him!” That became clear
when the plant collapsed soon after. The plaster it was standing
in was so wet it became porridge.’

[ Ed and Cocky Kuiper always bought
the first grape box during the auction
of the season ]

Experienced sailors
‘Before the end of the canal on Havenstraat was filled in, it was
possible to sail directly from our factory to horticulturists who
were only accessible by barge. That was great, because we had
two employees who were experienced sailors. One had sailed on
a tugboat, the other had been a mate on a coaster. You can leave
a job to people like that. At least I thought you could. I watched
confidently as they carefully loaded the barge with everything
needed to build a greenhouse. And then, to my amazement,
I watched as the barge slowly disappeared under the water.
As you can imagine, these two were reminded of this incident
for a very long time.’

‘THE PLASTER IT WAS STANDING IN
WAS SO WET IT BECAME PORRIDGE.’
They confronted him about it, which made him uncomfortable.
He had a greenhouse elsewhere, in an uninhabited area that had
to be demolished, and asked if we wanted to take on that work
during the next few Sundays. No problem, we thought.

‘A YEAR LATER, I HEARD THAT OUR FERRY
HAD SUNK IN A STORM.’
But it turned out to be a greenhouse with sealant in all the glazing,
so the men were covered in sealant when they returned. And I
mean completely covered, because they worked in shorts. But no
worries, there was a swimming pool nearby. They went for a dip,
and it all went very well, as they came back to the trailer nice and
clean. The following Sunday they wanted to go back into the pool
after more demolition. They were refused entrance, as the lifeguards
had seen the state they had left the pool in on the previous Sunday.
There was sealant everywhere; on the slides, on the edges, on the
stairs.’
By the scruff of his neck
‘I visited to a horticulturist with our representative Frans Kraan.
He’d run out of cash, but he hadn’t paid his last instalment,
so we wanted to have a chat with him about that. The horticulturist
protested, so Frans said to him, “Until it’s paid off, it’s our
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greenhouse. We can even lock the door.” The man stood up.
He was a small man, but he grabs Frans by the scruff of his neck,
throws him right out, and shuts the door. So I thought to myself,
what am I going to do now? He sat down in front of me again,
and I said, “If you’re so hot-tempered, you must have a very
strong heart.” He smiled momentarily, and then said, “Yes, I agree.
Well, I’ll go and get Frans.” And everything was calm again.’
Flying without a passport
‘Once, I had to send Jaap de Vries to Canada urgently for a repair.
But he was supposed to fly on Queen’s Day, a Dutch public
holiday, and all kinds of other public holidays were coming up
afterwards, so I suggested he take his wife with him. I arranged
tickets, but on the day of departure Jaap calls and says, “My wife
hasn’t got a passport.” I tried to arrange an emergency passport
at the customs at Schiphol, but it was impossible. Then I called
Monster’s town clerk at his home address. His wife told me that
he was working at the town hall on Queen’s Day! I went straight
there. He heard what I had to say, and offered to write a statement
that these people had to go to Canada for an urgent assignment.
With that letter, Jaap and his wife went to Schiphol. The customs
officer there said, “This isn’t valid at all. But who am I not to honour
a civil servant who makes such an effort on Queen’s Day?” Jaap’s
wife was given a temporary passport on the spot.’

Mercedes with six antennas
‘In Monster, there was a family of glaziers with a rough reputation.
If one of them needed a house, and someone moved out of
social housing, they’d just take it over. This housing belonged to
the municipality, which didn’t have the courage to do anything
about it. I asked this family to glaze a greenhouse.

‘THE MAN STOOD UP. HE WAS A SMALL MAN,
BUT HE GRABS FRANS BY THE SCRUFF OF HIS NECK,
THROWS HIM RIGHT OUT AND CLOSES THE DOOR.’
The horticulturist called me in panic that the glazing had been
put in all wrong. I went over with a beating heart. When I arrived,
I saw an expensive Mercedes with 6 antennas. I got out.
The men had already seen me, and headed towards me from
the scaffolding. I said, “Hey, how many antennas, what are they all
for?” They told me. I listened with interest. After a while, I looked
at the greenhouse and said, “That one pane, is it right?” “Yes, of
course it is.” “Have you got a drawing?” They got the drawings
out, and I showed them what was wrong. They said, “Oh, we’ll
fix it, no worries.” I drove away with a song in my heart.’

The customer is often right after all
‘If I’ve learned one thing, it’s that you must always assume that
the customer is right. Unless they’re wrong, of course. We sent a
horticulturist in Canada a greenhouse, which he was supposed to
assemble himself. He called me and said the toothed profiles had
been milled incorrectly. I replied that I would get new ones right
away, and asked him to save some of the old toothed profiles for
me. Then I called the supplier and asked him to arrange for 50
new toothed profiles to be ready for shipment at Schiphol in
4 hours. The supplier protested that there was no way there could
be anything wrong with them, but he did deliver new ones, and
the customer got them the next day. A few weeks later, the wrong
toothed profiles arrived from Canada and I invited the supplier to
inspect them. He stepped into my office with a red face, as he had
received more complaints about the same manufacturing defect.
That taught me that when there’s a complaint, you must first
accept it and look for a solution. That came in handy later on with
another major manufacturing flaw. A grower demanded I visit
him. When I entered, he introduced me to his lawyer, accountant
and advisor and asked, “What are we going to do?” I answered,
“Solve it.” He then says to his lawyer, “Great, you can go home.”
Solving the problem cost a lot of money, but the same customer
then told this story to 2 other horticulturists who consequently
ordered from KUBO.’
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‘WE SPOKE NO
FRENCH AND
THEY SPOKE
NO ENGLISH.’
Jaap de Vries started at KUBO in 1969 at the age of
31 as a construction foreman. He retired in 1999,
but certainly didn’t disappear from the scene.

‘I was asked by Rien Boers if I wanted to sell and build
greenhouses for KUBO in the United States. But we had
4 children, and my wife didn’t think it was a good idea.
So I said thanks for the offer. 6 months later, I ran into
Boers again during a trade fair. Again he asked if I wanted
to come and work for him, but this time in Europe. I thought
that was a great idea. My first job was in Switzerland.
2 days before I was due to leave, I was asked if I could
take a look at the construction of a greenhouse in France
on the way, where a customer was building a KUBO
greenhouse for the first time. The 4 of us went along
to tell them, using gestures, as we spoke no French
and they spoke no English, how to set poles. That went
pretty well. Then we drove to Lausanne, Switzerland,
to build a greenhouse there.’
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Left in anger
‘We were in Switzerland, near Lausanne, where it turned out that
they used a different method for foundations. We normally drill
poles 1 metre into the ground, and start with the edge foundation
of the greenhouse 5 cm below ground level. However, it freezes
more often in Switzerland, so they wanted to start with the edge
foundation 70 cm below ground level. That meant we had to
excavate the entire edge foundation, a major setback. Even so,
after 4 weeks, the ring foundation was ready and almost all the
poles were in place, so we went home for a weekend. When we
returned on Monday, all the piles were next to their holes and the
top half of the ring foundation had been knocked out. The grower
thought that the poles were too high, even though this was the
height specified in the contract. I got really angry, we got in the car,
and drove off.

It wasn’t until we got to Basel that the grower overtook us,
and begged us to come back and finish the job. He arranged
4 workers for us. We then completed the job, but whereas
the foundation normally accounts for 10 to 15% of the work,
in this case it was almost 50%.
Work on a Sunday?!
‘If you work abroad, you continue during the weekend. But in
1970s Switzerland, working on Sundays was prohibited, so we
saved all the silent tasks for the Lord’s Day. Once I was working in
the boiler house, where nobody could see me, but I accidentally
hit a heating pipe with a hammer. You can’t imagine the noise
that makes, in the middle of the mountains! The police arrived
in no time, after being called by local residents.’

Double greenhouse in China
‘Once when we were in China building a greenhouse, we waited
all day for the concrete truck. It hadn’t arrived by sunset, so we
went back to our hotel. The Chinese builders stayed in the
greenhouse to sleep. When we arrived the next day, all the
concrete had been poured neatly. The truck had apparently
arrived in the night, everyone had worked on the job, and then
gone home. That’s Chinese work ethics.
The greenhouse that was built was in 2 parts, 1 for roses and
1 for tomatoes. Back in the Netherlands, we received a complaint
that both crops were doing poorly. After extensive questioning,
it turned out that the roses were being grown in the tomato
greenhouse and vice versa.’
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Unloading glazing in France
‘We were waiting in France for trucks to deliver glazing from
the Netherlands. 2 were scheduled to arrive on Tuesday, 2 on
Wednesday and 2 on Thursday. But nothing arrived on Tuesday
or Wednesday. On Thursday, 2 trucks arrived. The first thing I said
was, “So, you’ve finally made it.” The driver replied, “What do you
mean, ‘finally’? I was supposed to arrive today, and drove like a
maniac to get here on time. Moments later, the other 4 trucks
arrived. The 2 drivers who were supposed to arrive on Monday
had passed Antwerp on Sunday evening, and decided to check
out the city for a while. It had got so out of hand that they were
still too drunk to drive the next day. The 2 drivers who were
supposed to arrive on Tuesday had lost their way. And now the 6
of them were arguing about who which truck should be unloaded
first. We decided that we would all unload everything together,
and that everyone would leave at the same time. That meant they
had to stay the weekend. At the weekend, a couple went to the
pub again. On Monday, the 6 trucks were parked neatly 2 by 2
behind each other on the square, which had a slight slope.

‘THEY HAD SEEN ME DRIVING BACK AND FORTH,
AND THOUGHT IT SUSPICIOUS. THAT WAS REASON
FOR THEM TO COMPLETELY STRIP OUT MY CABIN;
THE SEATS WERE TAKEN OUT, AND EVEN THE DOOR
TRIM WAS REMOVED.’
The first one tried to drive away, but slid backwards into the truck
behind him, which rammed into the car behind him, leaving those
2 trucks too damaged to leave. Of the 4 that were able to leave,
2 ended up in a ditch underway, and the other 2 were stopped
by the French police for a check, after which they were allowed to
continue. So of the 6, only 2 got back, and even then too late.’
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Suspicious behaviour
‘Once, I crossed the French-Swiss border by car, and noticed
a little later that a colleague who was behind in his truck was
nowhere to be seen. Apparently, he’d been stopped at the
border, so I drove back to France and asked at customs about
a pink truck. He told me that it had been sent to a truck park in
Switzerland because there was something wrong with the papers.
So I crossed the border again. And they stopped me. They had
seen me driving back and forth, and thought it suspicious.
That was reason for them to completely strip out my cabin;
the seats were taken out, and even the door trim was removed.
The rule was that if the customs authorities could find nothing
wrong, they were obliged to put the cabin back as it was. But I
had 3 packs of tobacco under my seat. That wasn’t allowed.
I wasn’t fined, but I did have to reassemble the cabin myself.’
Truncheon time!
‘Things could get out of hand in French bars. I was in Brest with
Henk Boers and a few colleagues, while a group of French were
becoming increasingly wild. The bartender advise us, ‘Sit upstairs,
that would be better.’ The bar owner called the police, and they
put a police van against the front door with the rear doors open.
2 cops enter, the bartender points to the noisy group, the cops
pull out their long truncheons and smash everyone into the van.
They didn’t muck around.’
Don’t joke with the customs
‘In France, it was a bad idea to joke with customs. When asked,
“Do you have anything to declare?” one of the guys joked,
“Just some stuff.” Then everyone had to undress down to their
underpants, and our trucks were turned inside out. Took us half
a day.’

Ugly duckling in the way
‘On Saturdays, KUBO allowed us to do our own odd jobs.
We’d buy the materials from KUBO, and build a little greenhouse
somewhere over the weekend. Once we built one for the florists
in Singel in Amsterdam. They often had a concrete float in the
canal, on which we built a greenhouse. There was also a police
station on the canal, and they arranged a temporary parking ban
for us on Friday evening so that we could park our truck there.
One evening when we arrived, a Citroen 2CV had been parked
there, ignoring the parking ban. I reported this to the police, and
they come out with 6 men, lifted the ugly duckling, and moved it
a bit further down with 2 of its wheels over the bar that prevents
cars ending up in the canal.’

‘ON SATURDAYS, KUBO ALLOWED US TO DO OUR
OWN ODD JOBS. WE’D BUY THE MATERIALS
FROM KUBO, AND BUILD A LITTLE GREENHOUSE
SOMEWHERE OVER THE WEEKEND.’

rainwater basin laid over sand walls. These basins are often used
for swimming, and this one was no different. There has to be a
rope or something similar somewhere, otherwise you can’t get
out. My wife went swimming in it. There were also some men from
the nursery in the basin, so she thought, I’ll see how they get out,
then I’ll know how to do it. But nobody got out. They just carried
on swimming until she was dead tired, but still nobody got out.
Guess why? Those men were naked, and didn’t dare get out in
front of a woman!’
Empty cans
‘Another time my wife came with me to Casey Houweling’s
nursery in Canada, where we were given a large caravan to stay
in. While I was working, she decided to tidy up the caravan.
She found hundreds of beer cans in the bedroom, which she
crushed and put in rubbish bags. A couple of days later Casey
asked about the cans. It turned out they were each worth 25 cents
as a refundable deposit. That was in back in 1987, so the
Canadians were way ahead of their time.’

The rocking trailer
‘Another time, when we were building the Amsterdam flower
market, we saw a man and a woman sneak into the florist’s trailer.
It was one of those trailers with a tarpaulin cover. A little later, the
car started to rock, so we carefully turned the car and parked it
with the back just above the canal. A little later we heard them
yelling if we didn’t mind turning the trailer round again, so they
could get out.’
An intimate swim
‘I went to California for an assignment, and my wife came along.
The grower there lent us a nice campervan, so it was also a
holiday for my wife. Next to the greenhouse, there was a plastic
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‘	A LOT OF
MUTUAL
RESPECT.’
KUBO has been purchasing much of the glazing it needs for the past
2 decades from Glasimport Greenhouses in Kwintsheul, which was
founded in 1965. Lucien Knetemann started working there in 2007
as branch director, and became co-owner in 2014.
‘When I started at Glasimport, Peter van der Kraan was my
regular contact person at KUBO. We got along well, and even
when our negotiations got tough, we always respected each
other. Due to his new role as director, our contact has become
minimal which is a shame. Now, his Dalibor generally talks to
our Jorn. It’s part and parcel of the developments and scaling
up, but I do miss our contact. Peter has indicated that we
need to strengthen contacts at management level, so that’s
a good sign.’
Cycling
‘In 2012, there was an auction for the Livestrong Foundation,
the organisation set up by cyclist Lance Armstrong to support
cancer patients. KUBO invited its suppliers to the event instead
of its customers, which I thought that was a smart action. During
the auction, Wouter Kuiper bought a cycling clinic organised by
professional cyclists from the RABO team, in Limburg. He then
asked, “Who’s in?” I immediately raised my hand. Although I had
never cycled competitively, I did take part in fitness and running,
so I didn’t think it would be a problem. That evening, a bicycle
was also auctioned by a Mr Van Rossem from Wateringen.
This owner of a bicycle shop had had breast cancer herself,
and spoke about it. A week later I bought the exact same bike
and some clothes in his shop. Together with the Kubans, I started
preparing for the clinic, an exciting ride over the Cauberg hill in
the southern Netherlands.’

‘HE THEN ASKED, “WHO’S IN?” I IMMEDIATELY
RAISED MY HAND, EVEN THOUGH I HAD NEVER
CYCLED COMPETITIVELY.’
Carry on cycling
There was another nice detail to the Rabo Cauberg Clinic 2012
for me. I occasionally e-mailed Roxane Knetemann, the daughter
of legendary cyclist Gerrie Knetemann, via LinkedIn, because
we’re distant relatives. She was riding in the Rabo team at the
time and present at the clinic, so I was able to meet her. That was
fun. I recognised features in her face that I see in my children.
Since that time, I’ve continued to cycle competitively, these days
with my wife, both of us usually in KUBO outfits. Peter van der
Kraan, who, like me, started riding racing bicycles thanks to
the clinic, is continuing too. I also rode with the Kubans in KWF
Kankerbestrijding’s Ride for the Roses. I also enjoyed some
amazing moments in the Feyenoord stadium, De Kuip, with Peter.
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‘SINCE THAT TIME, I’VE CONTINUED TO CYCLE
COMPETITIVELY, THESE DAYS WITH MY WIFE,
BOTH USUALLY IN KUBO OUTFITS.’
We would suddenly hug each other after a victory of the great club
from Rotterdam. He’s a fanatical Feyenoord supporter. I don’t think
he’s even been to the ArenA for a concert yet, but I’m not sure.’
Champagne
Our relationship doesn’t alter the fact that we can also be tough.
I remember that I had dropped my price 2 or 3 times, and Peter
called me on Friday afternoon to say he was waiting for a new,
lower offer, because another provider had also dropped their
price. Then I really lost it, because that didn’t feel good at all.
A little later, he called back to say he’d been out of order, and
could I drop by on Monday. I got the order. Another time was
in Belgium. Right in front of the horticulturist, we couldn’t reach
agreement, so I got up and left. Peter called me in the car to say,
“I got the job, and so did you.”

‘PETER CALLED ME IN THE CAR TO SAY, “I GOT THE JOB,
AND SO DID YOU.” THAT WAS A REAL THRILL, BECAUSE
WE’D WORKED VERY HARD ON GETTING THE ORDER.’
That was a real thrill, because we’d worked very hard on getting
the order, and it was a fantastic assignment in a tense time.
When I got back home, I didn’t know what to do with my positive
energy about this, so I drove to KUBO to deliver a couple of
bottles of champagne.’
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David van Rodijnen has been working
at KUBO since 2001, recently as sector
manager for production. In his opinion,
the word that best characterises the
company is harmony.
‘I did my technical college internship at KUBO, and after I
completed the course I was called to see if I was interested
in attending an interview. A day later, a competitor called with
the same question, but I chose KUBO as I already knew them
and really liked the atmosphere. That was 20 years ago.
During my time here, I’ve sometimes thought about getting
a different job, but then something would change at KUBO
and a new door would open for me. And I was ambitious
enough to look behind that door.’
Every day better
‘When I became a sector manager, I only partly knew what it
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would entail. But when everyone has found their place
and everything starts to run smoothly, it’s a great feeling.
Now we’re constantly working on improving every day.
It’s not tiring, it actually gives you energy!’
Teamwork
‘Everyone has their own specialism, and that’s something
we rely on. We can’t all be centre forwards that’s not the way
to win a match. Everyone has their own position, but if one
player lets someone past, there’s another waiting for him.’
The work and the people
‘Work has to remain challenging, but the people you work
with play an equally important role in making it a fun place.
Here, that aspect is excellent. There’s harmony, because the
social aspects around the work are really good in my opinion.
Everyone is listened to. We share successes, and we also share
stress. There’s an awful lot to do, and if we can conclude on a
Friday afternoon that we’ve succeeded again, it’s a wonderful
feeling to experience together. Our togetherness is the backbone
of the company.’

‘OUR
TOGETHERNESS
IS THE BACKBONE
OF THE COMPANY.’
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‘	KUBO HAS
A WINNING
MENTALITY.’
Rob van Leeuwen worked with his father as a grower for
7 years. In 1999, he switched to horticultural property,
before launching Yeald in 2013. This consultancy firm assists
top horticultural companies with strategy development,
business growth, and business transitions.
‘With Yeald, we look at every aspect of a company. We don’t
invoice hours, we prefer to participate in the business and
share in the success achieved. Our customers have to pay our
invoices with a smile. I found the space for KUBO’s current
logistics centre. That was great fun, because the assignment
was, “Find a place in South Holland.” I said to Wouter, “Then
I don’t have to look far, because there’s an empty building
nearby!” The two of us went to have a look around, climbed
on to the roof via a small staircase, and Wouter decided to
buy the property on the spot.’
3 coincidences in a row
‘I met Wouter Kuiper in 2006, actually by coincidence when he
sat in front of me on the plane when I was going on holiday.
My brother-in-law was there too, and said, “That’s nice, you two
sitting together.” He knew Wouter because KUBO had built
a greenhouse for him, but I didn’t know Wouter at all. So we
chatted for a while, and I thought that was that. A few hours
later, my family and I were checking in at the hotel in Turkey, and
Wouter was standing next to me again. In fact, the receptionist
accidentally gave us each other’s passports. During that holiday,
we had some interesting chats from time to time. A year later I
was back in Turkey with my family, in a completely different area,
when Wouter came down the stairs of the hotel! He was also
there with his family. In 2014, I went to a fair in Berlin where KUBO
had a stand. I came across Wouter again. He asked, “Do you want
to join us for dinner tonight?” I did, then we parted ways, each

‘A YEAR LATER I WAS BACK IN TURKEY WITH MY
FAMILY, IN A COMPLETELY DIFFERENT AREA, WHEN
WOUTER CAME DOWN THE STAIRS OF THE HOTEL!
HE WAS ALSO THERE WITH HIS FAMILY.’
to his own hotel. My hotel was on the other side of town. When I
get there, it turns out that the people from KUBO are in the same
corridor of the same hotel!’
Flying suitcases
‘A few years ago I went to Berlin with Wouter and Jan Vellekoop
from PDI for a trade fair. We had a really fun time together in the
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evening. Jan and Wouter had another appointment early in the
morning, after which I would pick them up because we had gone
together in my car. Jan and Wouter had to stand somewhere
along the roadside, but it turned out to be 2 4-lane carriageways
and very busy. Stopping wasn’t allowed, and I’d already received
a number of warnings from the police.
After driving in circles for an hour, I saw them and they saw me.
They came running. I pulled over, they threw the suitcases in the
back, jumped in the car, and I put my foot down because I also
had to cross all those lanes at the same time. Turns out the boot
wasn’t shut properly! Suitcases, coats, and shoes flew all over
the asphalt. All around us was the sound of screeching tyres.
Miraculously, all the traffic braked in time. Jan and Wouter got
out, picked up the stuff, threw it back in, and off we went.
We had to stop at the first petrol station to calm down.’

‘ALL AROUND US WAS THE SOUND OF SCREECHING
TYRES. MIRACULOUSLY, ALL THE TRAFFIC BRAKED
IN TIME. JAN AND WOUTER GOT OUT, PICKED UP
THE STUFF, THREW IT BACK IN, AND OFF WE WENT.’
Film in sync
‘I remember once when Wouter and I returned from the US.
That was another coincidence. We arranged to sit next to
each other and decided to watch the French film Intouchables
together. So we both coordinated our video players to watch
the film at the same time. The film was hilarious! We were warned
by the flight attendant to quieten down about 10 times.’
Grumpy
‘KUBO has a winning mentality, and can rely on a good management
team to make that happen. Wouter sees a billion opportunities,
Ron Arensman a million, and Peter van der Kraan is the one that
keeps them grounded.
They’re also not afraid to strongly disagree and get pretty grumpy
with each other, but the goal is always to make KUBO better and
not sabotage one another. That intention is what makes KUBO
so successful.’
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‘	THIS COMPANY
WANTS TO BE
BETTER THAN
AVERAGE AT
EVERYTHING.’
Henk van Tuijl and Henk van Tuyl are first cousins, both named
after their grandfather. Henk with ‘ij’ in his last name has been
working at KUBO as an export manager since 2008. The Henk,
who, like Johan Cruyff, simplified his surname for non-Dutch
people and changed the ‘ij’ to a ‘y’, runs DutchTec in Denmark,
where he sells KUBO greenhouses as an agent.

Henk van Tuyl: ‘I worked in horticultural
supply, and then for 16 years in sales
at a large poly greenhouse builder.
That changed when it was taken over
by an investor from another sector.
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I didn’t like the new working methods, so I took a job at a company
that sold second-hand greenhouses. 5 years later, I started my
own business. We moved to Denmark, where we supplied the
Scandinavian market. I’d already sold greenhouses there, I liked
the mentality, and I saw opportunities. I had contacts for the sale
of poly greenhouses and second-hand greenhouses, but none
for new ones. I asked myself; who am I going to talk to? I grew up
in horticulture, and there was only one company I’d never heard
anyone say a bad word about. So, I had a chat with Wouter Kuiper.
That was in 2006, before my cousin Henk started working here.’

[ Henk van Tuyl (l) and Henk van Tuijl (r) ]

Henk van Tuijl: ‘When I was 23, Henk asked if I also wanted to
work for the poly greenhouse builder. I went on to do Africa,
the US and Asia, while Henk focused on Europe. At that time,
we kept getting each other’s faxes. When the company was taken
over, I didn’t stay very long. After working elsewhere for 2 years,
I applied for a job at KUBO and came across Henk again as a
colleague.’

Henk van Tuyl: ‘I once had to move heaven and earth to convince
someone at the Horti Fair that I wasn’t Van Tuijl. The man persisted,
but I saw Henk arriving behind him. When Henk joined us, the man
didn’t know what to say.’

Reliable
Henk van Tuyl: ‘In our first meeting, Wouter told me his 5-year
plan; to quadruple turnover. I respected the goal, but wasn’t sure
it was doable. But he managed! In my opinion, the reliability of
KUBO is the most important. If you shake hands with a Kuiper,
you know that things are good and simply well arranged. Such
an attitude also radiates to your customers and the internal
organisation. It’s also visible in how they treat their people,
as there is little staff turnover. That says a lot, and I value it.
That’s why I like doing business with family businesses.’

Improving
Henk van Tuijl: ‘This company wants to be better than average at
everything, so you really get the best out of yourself. I think our
management also sets a good example in this regard. I don’t
think I ‘d have evolved so much elsewhere.’

Thomson and Thompson
Henk van Tuijl: ‘Every two weeks, I receive a LinkedIn invitation from
Scandinavia intended for Henk, and I’m regularly approached
by people who are convinced that I’m Van Tuyl. And vice versa.
I once had to prove with my passport that my real name is Henk
van Tuijl.’

‘IN OUR FIRST CONVERSATION, WOUTER TOLD
ME HIS 5-YEAR PLAN: QUARUPLE TURNOVER.’

Henk van Tuyl: ‘At a certain point, the growth was so fast that
aftersales couldn’t keep up. I raised the alarm frequently, and it
was dealt with and arranged well. If something is sent now, the
customer is called afterwards to check if everything went well.
What has also impressed me is that the management has had
coaching both as a group and individually. You need vision to
make time for such things.’
Henk van Tuijl: ‘Wouter and I were even on the national news
in an item about the boycott of fruit and vegetables for Russia,
because KUBO is an authority in greenhouses. That’s nice to know!’
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‘THE WORK HAS
CHANGED A LOT,
	BUT IT’S STILL
JUST AS FUN.’
Fazil Kaya has been working in production for 37 years. When he
started at the age of 22, he’d never seen a greenhouse.
‘In 1985, I came to work in the production
department through an agency, and after
9 months I was given a permanent position.
I started in the steel department, was loaned
out to the aluminium department for a day,
and I’m still working there 37 years later.
Foreman Arco wanted to keep me there.
When he left after 5 years, I became
foreman, and now lead a team of 7.’
Then and now, spot the differences
‘When I started, the work was very irregular. Greenhouses were
only sold in the summer, so we were very busy then and had to
use lots of temporary workers. In the winter, we had virtually
nothing to do, so we used to make stock with the steel people.
The steel department couldn’t do this because, their sizes differed
per order. Aluminium parts, however, were standardised, and
there were only two sizes of glazing. A lot was done by hand back
then; lifting, lugging, walking, punching. These days, cranes and
laser cutters are used, the workload is evenly distributed over
the seasons, and the work itself is less tiring, quieter, and safer.
Even so, I liked it back then just as much as I do now.’
Crisis
‘In the 1990s, we were hit by the crisis. 4 of the 6 people working
with aluminium had to be let go. I was going to stay, so I was
allowed to keep just one colleague. Ed Kuiper asked me who,
but I found that an impossible question. “You decide,” I said.
But obviously I knew everyone much better, so I had to choose
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and let the one who had been there the longest stay. Then Ed
told the guys. I’ll never forget that, it was terrible. We were left
with 2 of us in aluminium, and 3 in steel. There were no orders,
so we started screwing parts together, such as clamp plates and
rail housings. Every Monday, one of the two teams took time off.
When the first big job came in, a 10,000-m2 greenhouse,
we celebrated big time with a drink. We were so happy!’
Good atmosphere
‘The atmosphere in our department is fantastic. Everyone here
started off as a temp, after which I hired them myself. It means you
know who you’re taking on, and it shows. Nobody minds doing
overtime if it’s necessary, not even on weekends. If a greenhouse
is built nearby, we go and have a look, as it’s important that
everyone understands how our greenhouses are built. It can be
useful if time is short, because everyone knows which parts have
to be made first for the build.’

‘THE ATMOSPHERE IN OUR DEPARTMENT IS
FANTASTIC. EVERYONE HERE STARTED OFF AS
A TEMP, AFTER WHICH I HIRED THEM MYSELF.’
Lots of outings
‘Lots of things are organised for the staff. We went to Germany
once, where we could choose between downhill skiing and
cross-country skiing. I went cross-country with a group. It took
ages, because we got lost. Luckily, we found a pub along the way
where we could warm up. Just as we sat down, Ed called to ask
where we were. “No idea,” we replied.’
Unstoppable growth
It’s unbelievable how much the company has grown.
Our department has moved 4 times. With every new space,
we think, ‘Wow, massive!’ But we outgrew it every time.’
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‘When I was hired, things were organised into districts.
I was responsible for half of Westland, Brabant and Zeeland,
plus part of the horticultural towns around Rotterdam.
Fellow representatives back then were Ron Threels and
Leo van der Sman. For a while, Belgium was my work
territory, but I simply understood the Belgians less well
than the Dutch, so I stopped with it.’
Time for a party
‘Celebrating success has always been an intrinsic part of KUBO,
as I noticed in my first week. I went with sales manager Frans
Voskamp to seal a sale with a customer. At that time, greenhouses
tended to be 1,000 to 5,000 m2, but this one measured 18,000 m2.
More than enough reason for a party at the company.’

“CELEBRATING SUCCESS HAS ALWAYS BEEN
AN INTRINSIC PART OF KUBO.”

‘ I COULD ALWAYS
DO MY JOB
	IN COMPLETE
FREEDOM.’
Frans Kraan worked for KUBO for 29 years, from the age
of 31 until his retirement in 2005. As a sales representative,
he was the face of the company for many customers,
and a much appreciated one.
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Trouser repair
‘One day, Arie Kuiper said he wanted to visit a grower in Dordrecht
with me. KUBO had built a greenhouse there 6 months earlier,
and the man had recently passed away. Arie wanted to visit his
widow. Well, Arie was quite a plump fellow and not very agile
because of his advanced age. On arrival, he was unable to get out
of my Ford Taunus unaided, so I had to help him get out of the
seat. In doing so, his trousers ripped open, from the zip to the
back under his belt. I rang the bell and asked the widow for some
safety pins. Arie took off his trousers in the greenhouse, and we
pinned them together as best we could. Then we rang the widow’s
doorbell again. Arie’s first question was, “How are you?” “Well,
it’s tough,” she replied. Arie’s second question was, “How were
the tomatoes doing this morning?” I was pretty shocked by this
change of subject, but she took it well. I think they both wanted
to talk about something else, so it was for the best.’
Boot full of apples
‘On another occasion, I went with Arie to horticulturist Schotman,
who also had an apple orchard. There, he had the boot fully
loaded with apples until no more would fit. I put the crates of
apples in the basement of his house, and after three weeks
I got the crates back empty. He’d simply bagged the apples
and shared them with friends, acquaintances and colleagues.
He also bought chrysanthemums and amaryllises every week,
and shared them out too. He was a very social man.’

‘WHEN ED KUIPER BECAME DIRECTOR, I OFTEN
ASKED HIM TO COME ALONG IF I WAS GOING TO
SIGN A CONTRACT. HIS PRESENCE GAVE SUCH
AN EVENT MORE GRAVITAS.’

Pen at the ready
When Ed Kuiper became director, I often asked him to come
along if I was going to sign a contract. His presence gave such an
event more gravitas. One Friday, I went out to sign 3 deals, and
asked him to come along. The first 2 visits went smoothly, and
were even festive. However, the third grower, with the pen for
signing at the ready, began to cry uncontrollably and persistently.
His wife had passed away a few years earlier, he had 5 children,
and I think the responsibility and the size of the step he was about
to take were all too much for him. Ed reacted really well. He said,
“We’re going to leave now, and Frans will come back on Monday.
That will give you the weekend to let it sink in.” He signed on
Monday.’
Deep into the night
“On another occasion, I took a contract to a client I knew well, and
who would either decide right away or hesitate endlessly. I had
experienced both before. Ed Kuiper and Peter Haring went with me,
and I assured them that we wouldn’t leave until the contract had
been signed. At the end of the day, we sat down with the grower,
his wife and his brother-in-law in the living room, and we explained
all the parts of the contract. No decision was taken, so we waited.

‘ED KUIPER AND PETER HARING WENT WITH ME,

AND I ASSURED THEM THAT WE WOULDN’T LEAVE
UNTIL THE CONTRACT HAD BEEN SIGNED.’
We made small talk, and occasionally referred to the contract.
Still no decision. The evening progressed, the lady of the house
went to bed, and we ran out of discounts to offer. Again, no decision.
Finally, it was signed at 1 in the morning. As we stumbled out of
the house, exhausted, we saw a car in the driveway with a
competitor in it, waiting for our deal to fail.’
Distinction is everything
‘In my 31 years at KUBO, I always had complete freedom. No one
told me what to do or when to do it. Meetings were constructive,
and working together was always pleasant. When Wouter started
at the company, he often used to accompany me. At one point I
said to him, “In fact, we’re in a difficult market. We all sell a piece
of metal with a hole in it, so how do we distinguish ourselves from
the competition?” He sometimes reminds me of that. However,
it’s clear he has been very successful with KUBO!’

No free calls
‘KUBO had a booth at the NTV fair every year, where we collected
as many addresses of interested parties as possible. In the 3 months
that followed, we went through them all. It was no use calling,
because the growers were always outside working. So we’d drive
there, and walk into the growing area to strike up a conversation.
That worked. Sometimes, during a conversation at the kitchen
table, I’d have to call the company, for example for a quote, so I’d
ask to use their phone. If I offered to pay the cost of the phone
call, most would say, “No worries”, but some wanted a quarter
of a guilder. That’s pretty funny, considering that even then a
greenhouse cost 120 to 130,000 guilders (€60,000 - 65,000).’
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Jos from Cor
Jos: ‘I’m Cor van Schie’s son. He moved to Brabant in 1950, because
Westland was becoming too small for him. He worked with his
3 brothers on his father’s property in Molenbaan in Honselersdijk,
but there simply wasn’t enough space there. Then he saw an ad
for a horticultural labourer, with the possibility of taking over the
company in the long term. He seized the opportunity, and left for
Veghel with his wife. In 1984, my 2 younger brothers and I took over
his company. We all had our own tasks; my brothers each managed
a shop, one in the centre of Veghel, and the other at the nursery.
The nursery was my responsibility, and it was quite something.
There were lots of separate departments where I could create
different climates. About 60% of what I grew went to my brothers’
stores, the rest was auctioned. Quantities were small and I grew
about 120 to 130 different products per year, so it was very
labour-intensive. I recently retired, partly because my wife is
Norwegian and she likes to go back there regularly.’
Sjaak from Kees
Sjaak: ‘I’m the son of Kees van Schie. He ran a horticultural company
on Middel Broekweg in Honselersdijk. In 1980, I started my own
business of growing cut carnations in Kwintsheul. In 1991, I expanded
to Maasdijk, then moved to Portugal in 1999 because I wanted to grow
carnations all year round. In 2002, I sold the nursery in Kwintsheul
to expand further in Maasdijk, and in 2006 I added a greenhouse
in Uganda. I now spend more time in Portugal than here. In 2009,
I switched from carnations to hydrangeas, in which I’m now the
European market leader. The intention is to become global
leader too.’
Richard from Gerrit
Richard: ‘I’m the son of Gerrit van Schie who grew tomatoes then
chrysanthemums in the autumn. It was only natural that I’d enter the
company. Chrysanthemums were my favourite, so when I built my
own greenhouse in Honselersdijk in 1999, I decided to grow them
all year round. After 2 years, I switched to santinis, the more modern

AFTER A ‘PRE-LUNCH’, PRODUCTIVITY
WOULD TAKE A HIT.’
mini chrysanthemums, because I wanted to grow more intensively.
In 2004, I sold that company to build a new greenhouse for santinis
in Monster. I built another greenhouse with a partner in 2007,
this time for disbudded chrysanthemums.’
René from Jan
René: ‘I’m the son of Jan van Schie. He was one of 4 brothers, and
the only one who continued to work in their parent’s horticultural
company. I took over his anthurium company in 1995. In 2001,
the municipality bought the site to build housing, and I bought a
horticultural company in Bospolder in Honselersdijk. Last year,
I sold it to continue with pot plants in De Lier.’
Always KUBO, well, almost always
Jos: ‘Almost all our greenhouses are supplied by KUBO. There’s a
long history behind this. In Brabant, my father came into contact
with Jaap de Vries, who was working for the CHV, a cooperative
trade association founded in 1911 by a priest to jointly purchase
fertilisers and seeds for the members of the NCB, the North Brabant
Christian Farmers Association. In 1960, the CHV also started
purchasing greenhouses. Jaap arranged the construction of my
father’s first KUBO greenhouse, which was made of wood back then.
When Jaap started at KUBO, all his relations, including my father,
remained customers. Another factor was that our land was at a 10º
slope because of a ditch. That put off most greenhouse builders,
but Jaap thought it was great.’
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Always something to celebrate
Sjaak: ‘I often worked for Uncle Jan or Uncle Geert. If there
was the slightest cause for celebration, a birthday or whatever,
then Jaap would be there too, and frequently before noon.
Then they would start on the gin, so productivity in the afternoon
would take a hit.
Richard: ‘My dad called it a ‘pre-lunch’. And then I’d know what
time it was.’
Sjaak: ‘But we always bought from KUBO because of Jaap.
Richard and I cheated on KUBO once, but apart from that
we’ve always been faithful to KUBO. My dad also always chose
Grimbergen or KUBO. He did business with Grimbergen because
one of his old tomato pickers had started working there as a
builder, but in the end KUBO won out. At one point, Eef ter Laak
came along with Jaap. I went to primary school with Eef, in the
same class.’
Jos: ‘Jaap gave Eef the tape measure. Eef had to do the work
and Jaap could watch, because Eef was the servant, ha ha!’

4 cousins, all of them active horticulturalists, just like
their fathers and grandfather before them. We talk to
Jos van Schie, Sjaak van Schie, Richard van Schie,
and René van Schie.
The tape measure is your best friend
Richard: ‘Jaap and my father Gerrit knew how to use a tape measure.
Once, we started measuring out land for a new greenhouse.
The base of the greenhouse had to be at least 15 metres away
from the centre of the road. To measure this, you had to go
through a conifer hedge. My father said to the official of the
municipality, “I’ll go through the hedge, you wait here.” Behind
the hedge, my father rolled 2 metres around his arm, so that our
greenhouse could be 2 metres bigger, so 13 metres from the
centre of the road. But for us kids, it meant 2 metres was taken
from our football field.’
No loans
René: ‘We only built if we had the cash to pay for it, we didn’t
borrow from banks or anyone else. Everything was done with
our own money.’

Sjaak: ‘I went to KUBO for my first greenhouse. Ed closed the door,
and I wasn’t allowed out until I signed. I wanted a 12,000-m2
greenhouse, which was abnormally large for the time. And I was
only 22! But we had learned straight talking from our grandmother,
Van Wingeren, so the negotiations were tough. They ended with
Ed saying he was being paid too little, and me feeling I was
paying too much.’
A whole world beyond the Netherlands
Sjaak: ‘When I switched from carnations to hydrangeas, I started
looking at selling outside the Netherlands. When traveling, I met
Wouter all over the place, even in countries where I’d never seen
another greenhouse builder! He’d quickly realised that the Dutch
market is vulnerable, a really valuable insight from which KUBO is
now reaping the benefits.’
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‘	PROUD OF THIS
COMPANY.’
Willem Damen and Marcel Mooijman are construction
engineers who both started at KUBO over 30 years ago.
During this period, Willem tried working for another
company, which lasted 9 months. ‘I thought the grass was
greener elsewhere, but it wasn’t.’ Marcel’s experiment
with the same company lasted a little longer. After 10
years, he was lured back by Willem. He has now been at
KUBO for 20 years.
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Willem: Before I started at KUBO, I worked
at the Wilton Feyenoord shipyard until I was
26. The shipyard used to build submarines
for Taiwan, but that department had to shut
down because the government stopped
granting export licenses. It was taken over
by Damen Shipyards later, but that’s the
poor branch of the family that I have no
contact with. That’s why I’ve been working
at KUBO for about 33 years. I remember
when Marcel first walked in. I told him that
he had to be able to walk on his hands to
get the job. He promptly showed he could,
and covered quite a distance too!’
Marcel: ‘My dad taught me how to walk on my hands. Thanks to
the heavy work in greenhouse construction, I’ve never forgotten
it. Before my time at KUBO, I built greenhouses outside the
Netherlands, but after marrying my wife wanted me closer to
home. She called Ton Bellekom to see if he had an office job
for me, and that’s how I started working for KUBO in 1990 as a
work planner. Between 1994 and 1997, things were a bit quiet
in greenhouse construction and the office. Because of my
experience in greenhouse construction, I worked for a while in
the service, screen, and warehouse departments. I even built
a small greenhouse by hand at Van Antwerpen in Monster.
Trips to the competitor
Willem also spent some time in field sales at the time. ‘In late 1996,
a competitor greenhouse builder made me a good offer, and I
stayed there for 10 years. During this time, I always kept in touch
with Willem. He even came to work with us for 9 months, but he
couldn’t get used to it and quickly returned to his trusty nest at
KUBO. During my last year at the other company, I noticed the
feeling of togetherness was disappearing, and began to feel
dissatisfied.’
The lost son
Willem: ‘Wouter was director, and I made a deal with him: If I get
Marcel to come back to work for us, you’ll arrange cake every day
for a week. Marcel did come back, and not only did we get cake
every day, there were croquettes on Friday!’

‘DIFFERENT PEOPLE DRESSED UP AS SAINT NICOLAS.
EEF TER LAAK, RON THREELS AND NICK VAN VLIET’S
UNCLE. THE LATTER WAS A REAL SAINT NICOLAS,
IN ANY CASE THE SAME AGE.’
Marcel: ‘My old employer wanted me to stay, and offered me a
higher salary. I negotiated with Peter van der Kraan, but KUBO
couldn’t match their offer. So Peter said, “Is there anything you
want that would make you return to KUBO?” I said, “An electronic
drum kit,” and that’s what I got.’
Marcel: ‘Ron Arensman benefitted from my departure in 1996,
as he was given my job. Now he’s technical director. So if I had
stayed, I’m the one who might have been the technical director
now, ha ha!’
Saint Nicolas
Marcel: ‘For years, long before it became controversial, we used
to dress up as Black Piet at the KUBO Saint Nicolas party. We’d get
on the boat here, and sail 100 metres to ensure a festive arrival.
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On the way back, we’d make good use of the barrel of beer we
had on board. I remember Ron Threels, playing the ‘Good Saint’
from the traditional song, letting go of his staff to grab a bottle...
splash! It ended up in the water, and was never seen again, even
though we dredged for it.’
Willem:‘That staff was rented, and it was an expensive mistake:
130 euros.’
Marcel: ‘On one of the last festive arrivals, we mounted a large
pipe on the boat, as a fake chimney. We had to throw in a stick of
potassium nitrate, made by our fireworks specialist Martijn van
Winden, to make smoke. Just before arriving, Willem threw in one
last stick. It virtually exploded, and a shower of sparks descended
on us. There were burns on our caps, wigs and gloves. Luckily, the
kids waiting for us didn’t notice.’
Willem: ‘Different people dressed up as Saint Nicolas. Eef ter Laak,
Ron Threels and Nick van Vliet’s uncle. The latter was a real Saint
Nicolas, in any case the same age. Climbing the 20 steps to the
factory cafe took about 5 minutes. It was impossible to get him
moving.’
Guatemala
Willem: ‘The daughter of Casey Houweling, our customer in
America and Canada, was carrying out development work for
farmers in Guatemala. Casey had been there to have a look
round, and saw how everything planted was washed away every
time it rained hard. He decided to give them a greenhouse, and
called Wouter to order it. Wouter said, “We’ll give you that
greenhouse, and build it for you too.” We KUBO employees could
sign up to go and help build it in Guatemala in our own free time.
Marcel and I went, of course.’
Marcel: ‘The first day, I cut my elbow open badly, and a day later
my dad died, So I had to go home alone on the second day. That
wasn’t a great time.’
Willem: ‘Eef ter Laak arranged sponsors from all the place for this
project. His sad face makes him the sponsor king of Westland.’
Cup for the best idea
Marcel: ‘When the Friday afternoon drink was drawing to a close,
an idea for the suggestion box always bubbled up. You could win
a cup with a good idea, but I don’t think they liked my ideas much,
because I never won anything; until the last year that the suggestion
box was still used. During our annual Christmas dinner at
De Viersprong, I was awarded a cup for an idea I had made up
about connecting different facades to each other, but that had
been submitted by someone else. That idea is still used today,
by the way.
That dinner obviously ended with copious quantities of beer,
and 6 months later Wouter Kuiper approached me and said he
wanted to have a shield made on the cup with my name on it.
And could I bring the cup in. I started to think. Where was the cup?
I had no idea. Wouter said indignantly, “Are you serious?” So, what
had happened? Wouter had had a dinner in De Viersprong, and
the staff had pointed out the cup that had been there for 6 months.
He had taken it with him and decided to make fun of me.’
Carpeting
Willem: ‘That Christmas dinner was one eventful evening. I can
remember taking an expensive lipstick from Chantal’s purse to
decorate my face that night. While “making myself up”, the lipstick
broke off and fell to the floor where it was trampled underfoot.
I believe the red streaks are still in the carpet to this day.
That same evening, Edwin Ton lost his bike key. He called his
wife to come and collect him. When she arrived, the first thing
she did was search Edwin’s coat pocket, and took his bicycle key
out of his breast pocket right there. She wasn’t happy. I haven’t
drunk since that night. Well... the occasional one. Ha ha.’
Willem: ‘Floor covering was also important for Ed Kuiper.
He banned us from carrying coffee without a tray, to stop us
messing up the carpet.’
Marcel: ‘One time went to get coffee for the entire department.
I stumbled when I was almost at the top of the stairs, and the whole

[ Marcel Mooijman (l)
and Willem Damen (r) ]

contents of the tray hit the wall, and some on Elco Camphens just
below me on the stairs. But luckily, the “carpet” was spared!’
Off to London
‘The staff association always organises fun activities. We went to
London on the ferry once. As fate would have it, that weekend
was the national day of mourning for Lady Di: all the shops were
closed. So that took the shine off it. On the way back, Maurice
Bellekom missed the bus and the boat, so he stayed for a few
more days.’

‘DOING BUSINESS IS IN THE KUIPERS’ BLOOD,
AND THE CURRENT TEAM, WITH RON ARENSMAN,
PETER VAN DE KRAAN AND WOUTER KUIPER,
IS EXCELLENT.’

Willem: ‘And with us two as well, of course, ha ha! No, just kidding,
I’m proud of this company. When I see what we’ve achieved and
our position internationally, it’s simply amazing. And despite our
growth, we’re still a close-knit group. We regularly go out to dinner
with colleagues on our own initiative. There are also quite a few
people who, like us, have worked elsewhere for a while, but
ended up returning.’
Old guard
Willem: ‘We’re the old guard. We still remember all the old terms
for the parts used in a greenhouse, which don’t mean much to
the younger generation. When we retire, we’re going to go
fishing together every month, here behind the office. We’ll bring a
coolbox with us, call our colleagues and give them a wave. Ha ha!’

Switch to 3D
Marcel: ‘At the office, we’re currently making the switch to 3D
drawing. As you can see in the photo from 2011, we were way
ahead of our time with our foresight’.
A worthy family business
Marcel: ‘KUBO is a family business. In the old days, when
something had to be delivered, Ed would drop everything and
get on the forklift himself. Even today, we know that Wouter will
do anything needed to make sure everything goes well with the
company and the people who work there. It wouldn’t be the same
with a hired director or a listed company. For example, investments
are always made when the market is facing headwinds. It’s cheaper,
so you have more time for it, but it does take some guts. Doing
business is in the Kuipers’ blood, and the current team, with Ron
Arensman, Peter van de Kraan and Wouter Kuiper, is excellent.’
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[ Consultation in the KUBO steel factory ]
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‘ FUN IS PART
OF OUR BUSINESS
CULTURE.’
Maurice and Colin Helderman, father and son, work respectively
as Site Manager and Service Coordinator at KUBO.
Maurice: ‘I started out at KUBO in May 2011 as a greenhouse
construction foreman. At that time, our work was limited to
the greenhouse itself, and we mainly built in the Netherlands.
We now build turnkey greenhouses all over the world. The first
time I worked outside the country was in Slovenia in 2012. It was
fantastic to be involved in a project from the beginnings right to
the first planting. It gave me a taste for more, so now I spend
4 weeks abroad (New Zealand, Canada, US, China) followed
by 4 weeks in the Netherlands, and I love it.’
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Colin: ‘At a certain point, all I knew was that my dad was often
away. That made my schoolwork difficult at times, because he
wasn’t there to help me, but often we solved things online.
I did a vocational course in Business Management, which was
in English, and we could spar well about certain assignments.
I remember once when we were talking about a subject, and my
mum came in and asked, “Why are you speaking English to each
other?” We were both so used to it, we hadn’t even realised.’
Colin applies

‘THERE’S PLENTY OF CONTACT WITH CUSTOMERS,
AND EVERY COLLEAGUE HELPS OUT IF YOU
HAVE ANY PROBLEMS. WHAT MY DAD HAD
SAID ABOUT THE CULTURE AT THE COMPANY
WAS COMPLETELY TRUE.’
Maurice: ‘After graduating, Colin went to work at the flower
auction, where he’d previously been an intern, to lead the
production line. After a year he’d had enough, and asked me
if we could brainstorm things that might be of interest to him.
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I then showed him a number of KUBO vacancies.’
Colin: ‘The position of Service Coordinator was on the list, and it
really appealed to me. I asked my dad what he thought about me
applying.’ Maurice: ‘I thought it was a great idea. KUBO is a fantastic
company, and we wouldn’t be dealing with each other that much
professionally.’
Colin: ‘I applied and was hired immediately after the second
interview. That was back in July 2020. I haven’t regretted a
single day. There’s plenty of contact with customers, and every
colleague helps out if you have any problems. What my dad
had said about the culture at the company was completely true.
It’s a fun group. I’m looking forward to joining in some of the
parties I’ve heard about.’
To London by boat
Maurice: ‘When we have a party at KUBO, it’s no holds barred.
I remember when we went to London one Friday evening by ferry.
We were given some drink vouchers for the bar, but of course
they soon ran out. So, at a certain point Wouter says to the
barmaid, “I want everyone who is still here to drink on my tab.”
That wasn’t allowed.

So, Wouter said he had no intention of paying for each beer
separately. He took his credit card out, put it on the bar and said:
‘There you are, you can even keep it, but either pay with this or I
demand to speak to the captain now.’ The barmaid kept refusing,
the captain appeared, and we were allowed to drink on the tab.’
Guest speaker from KUBO
Colin: ‘I’d heard all those stories, and they do say something
about the company. At school, we were put in groups and given
the task of arranging an interesting guest speaker. The teacher
said that a good speaker always charges. I immediately thought
of KUBO, so I was up for the challenge. I said I’d arrange an
excellent free guest speaker. I then got in touch with KUBO and
we were given a very interesting talk by Joram Wijnaendts from
Resandt. I’d never seen my class so quiet. Joram charged nothing,
that’s KUBO for you. For the rest, no other group even managed
to arrange a guest speaker.’

excavated trenches for pipes, which then had to be backfilled.
The sand was compacted by a remote-controlled roller. Wouter
came to check things out. He saw the lad with the remote control,
and asked if he could try it out. And there he stood, with a smile from
ear to ear, operating the roller, without another care in the world.

‘AT KUBO, EVERYTHING IS VERY HUMAN
AND INFORMAL, ONLY NATURAL
CONSIDERING ITS DIRECTORS.’
Later on, the lad with the remote control asked me who that man
was. ‘Our director,’ I replied. He could hardly believe his ears.
On the same project, Ron Arensman, along with Victor the owner,
had driven a golf cart so deep into the mud that they got completely
stuck. They called me for help. When I got there, they were
hysterical with laughter! That’s typical KUBO behaviour too.’

Human and informal
Maurice: ‘That image reflects the reality. At KUBO, everything is
very human and informal, only natural considering its directors.
We were building at SunSelect in California in 2015, when we
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‘THERE’S A WEALTH
	OF KNOWLEDGE
AND DEDICATION.’
22-FOTO Robbie??

Robbie Maat joined 8 years ago as the first sales rep.
He’s now team leader of Sales Support, the department
that helps sales reps and foreign agents seal the deal.
‘When there are plans for new construction,
we help behind the scenes by elaborating
an idea into a feasible plan. We used to
work for family businesses, horticulturalists
who knew exactly what they want. Now we
work for investors who want “something
with high-tech horticulture”. They’ve no
idea how or what, so we make the business
case for them, in other words a full service
growth concept. Payment can then depend
on a factor such as how many tomatoes are
grown at the location.’
Our product is knowledge
‘Our work therefore consists of a great deal of desk research, and
our product is knowledge. I was born in the Westland area, and
studied Industrial Engineering and Management in Delft. For my
thesis, I conducted research at a greenhouse builder into the
possibility of using excess heat generated by data centres for
horticulture. That made me even more interested in greenhouse
construction, and explains how I ended up at KUBO.’

‘WE RECENTLY OPENED OUR OWN TEST
GREENHOUSE WHERE WE CAN CARRY OUT
EXPERIMENTS. WE’D LIKE TO MOVE INTO THE
AREA OF AUTONOMOUS CULTIVATION, WHERE
THE GROWER HAS VERY LITTLE TO DO.’

‘WE’RE DOING REALLY WELL IN CHINA AT
THE MOMENT, WHICH PLACES CERTAIN
DEMANDS ON THE WAY WE COMMUNICATE.’
Such a range of demands make the work interesting. We’re doing
really well in China at the moment, which places certain demands
on the way we communicate. It means we have to develop
ourselves to keep up with market demands.’
The autonomous greenhouse
We recently opened our own test greenhouse where we can carry
out experiments. We’d like to move into the area of autonomous
cultivation, where the grower has very little to do. It’s an exciting
new area, with far-reaching digitisation and security. Issues such
as cybersecurity become relevant, as it’s important to protect
greenhouses from hackers. Our knowledge is apparently already
of great interest to hackers from China and Russia. They try to kick
down our digital front door every week.’
Always a team effort
‘In my 8 years here, I’ve seen the company grow considerably,
but the atmosphere remains just as pleasant. We really work as a
team, which is essential anyway, because the projects are getting
bigger and more complex. Before my time, a sales rep who sold
a greenhouse was applauded. These days, it’s never the work of a
single rep, it’s a team effort.
There might be no more applause, but there are celebrations.
If we sell a greenhouse in China, there are Chinese snacks with
the drinks. If things go quiet for a while, like last year because of
COVID-19, everyone remains positive and simply gets on with
the job. People are very dedicated. Some colleagues arrived late
for the Christmas drink because they wanted to finish a quote.
That’s how we work.’

Dope out, lettuce in
‘When you build greenhouses, you’re affected by some interesting
social developments. In Canada and the US, for example, there
was a buzz about growing cannabis for medicinal purposes for a
while. We were asked for a growth concept for this, leaving us
facing the issue of how to deal with such a controversial product.
We decided to commit ourselves, but we knew nothing about the
product itself, so we immersed ourselves in it. That trend is now
over, and lettuce is suddenly a much sought-after product.
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‘	KUBO WAS PART OF
IT STILL IS.’
They’ve been gone for 16 years, but are
still known and loved by many employees;
cleaning ladies Joke van Bergen-Korteland
and Nanda Kool-Loof. Together, they kept
KUBO clean for almost 30 years.

Nanda: ‘We started at KUBO through my mother-in-law. I came
back from holiday, and she told me she’d found a job for me.
So I started working there, but it was too quiet on my own as
we were working after office hours. I told this to Joke...’
Joke: ‘I asked, “Can I come with you?” It was back in 1974,
that’s when we started working.’
Nanda: ‘It made it a lot more fun, but it wasn’t what I was really
looking for. So we thought we’d just do it until Saint Nicolas,
so that we’d have some cash for presents.
Joke: ‘When we wanted to resign just before Saint Nicolas, we were
given a Dutch pastry. We were so touched, we didn’t dare resign.
We decided we’d stay until Christmas.’
Nanda: ‘Then at Christmas, we were given a Christmas package
and 2 weeks off! Again, we didn’t dare resign. We decided to
carry on until the summer holidays.’
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Joke: ‘So after six months we went to talk to Arie Kuiper. Before we
had a chance to speak, he asked, “Have you had your holiday pay
yet?” Yet again, we didn’t dare resign.’
Nanda: ‘After that we didn’t try again.’
30 years on the job
Joke: ‘My husband retired after almost 30 years, so I thought it
would be nice to stop too.’
Nanda: ‘I stopped at the same time. Ed Kuiper asked if I knew
someone else I could carry on working with. But I thought we had
to stay together to the end. This was the end.’
Joke: ‘We didn’t know what to do afterwards, and even shed tears
together. It took a lot of getting used to.’

‘GOOD AFTERNOON GENTLEMEN, DID YOU
KNOW IT’S THE CUSTOM HERE FOR INTERNS
TO WASH THE DISHES ON THEIR LAST DAY?’
Wine, drink
Nanda: ‘Every Friday, Arie Kuiper would wait for us, and we’d
have a glass of wine and he a drink. That was a regular
happening.’
Joke: ‘My father once again Arie how we were doing. He replied,
“They never stop talking, not for a second. I can’t keep up with
them, and have no idea what they’re on about.”’
Young Wouter and Ed the window cleaner
Joke: ‘We were here when Wouter and his brother Casper were
born. When Wouter was a teenager, he was always losing stuff.

MY LIFE, AND IN FACT
Once he came to borrow the key to the company because he
worked there on Saturdays. Another time he lost his bus pass,
and Ed made him sweep the factory for weeks to earn a new one.’
Nanda: ‘I cleaned the cafe windows with Ed once. Ed operated
a forklift with me in a box. Scary stuff, and never again.’
Joke: ‘Ed did protect us, though. Once, when they were unwrapping
presents at Christmas, wood shavings from a box all ended up
on the floor. Someone said, “Never mind, that’s what the ladies
are for.” Ed said sternly, “That’s not what the ladies are for.”’
Leg pulling
Nanda: ‘A colleague here at the factory once came to me with
a cut in his finger. It was only a drop of blood, so I grabbed a
band-aid and jokingly said, “Stop making such a fuss.” I hadn’t
even finished the sentence when fainted!’
Joke: ‘My cousin did an internship here with 3 other students.
On the last day, I went into the room where they were sitting
and said, “Good afternoon gentlemen, did you know it’s the
custom here for interns to wash the dishes on their last day?”
They all nodded very seriously, until my cousin said, “That’s my
aunt for you.”’

the same wheel, they found something sharp in the rim that had
been caused by an error in the factory.’
Joke: ‘Bingo was organised twice a year. I can remember the time
Geert Zuiderwijk kept winning. The person next to him started
complaining, so Geert offered to swap cards. Then Geert won
again.’

‘WE ALWAYS HAD LOADS OF FUN AT KUBO.
IT WAS PART OF MY LIFE.’
Part of our life
Nanda: ‘We always had loads of fun at KUBO. It was part of my life,
and in fact it still is, because every year they organise something
for former employees, and we always join in. For example, we visit
growers or a private museum that someone has set up in his farm.
And KUBO also knew how to get in contact with us for this book.’

Bike ride and bingo
Joke: ‘We once went on a bike ride with all the staff. Nanda and
her husband Cees had just bought a new bike, so it was a chance
to try it out. Cees got a flat tyre. Fortunately, my husband Aad
always had a tyre repair kit with him, so they fixed it. And then
they had to fix it again, and again. With the fourth puncture on
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‘In 1980, I started my glazing company. I mainly worked for Voskamp & Vrijland,
one of the largest greenhouse builders in the world at the time. We worked in
France for 3 years, until I got tired of being away from home for 3 to 6 weeks
at a time, and started to focus on the Dutch market.
In the early 1990s, I met Nol Mast and Nol van Roon, who
were also involved in glazing. If they had too much work,
they called me in, and if I had too much, I called them in.
Nol did a lot for KUBO, and that’s how we ended up working
for KUBO. Every week, Nol came to visit us to discuss the
planning. We never agreed on prices and never had any
problem with money. He was such a good, honest guy.
Even though it’s been years since he passed away, I think
about him every single week.’
In-house glazing machine
‘In 1994, we developed our own glazing machine. The greenhouses
were getting taller, the glass bigger, and the workers older.
It was too much for anybody over 45, so I thought it would be a
good idea to devise a machine. There was only one scissor lift that
could lift and move 3 tonnes. I wanted to make a folding platform
on it. I started building it with an engineer who knew what I wanted.

‘THERE WAS ONLY ONE SCISSOR LIFT THAT
COULD LIFT AND MOVE 3 TONNES. I WANTED
TO MAKE A FOLDING PLATFORM ON IT.’
A few platforms were ruined before we had a working prototype.
I showed it to Ed Kuiper and my fellow glazing specialists Nol
van Roon and Nol Mast. Ed loved it, but the two Nols didn’t.
“What’s the point of such an island?” they asked. But we pushed
ahead. You can buy these machines today, but they didn’t exist
back then.’

‘ YOU SHOW THAT
	YOU VALUE
EACH OTHER.’
Henry van der Lans has had his own glazing company
for 42 years. He started in his father’s shed, and was
an innovator long before this word became trendy.
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Learning to work again
‘We went with Nol Mast’s team to Naaldwijk to glaze a KUBO
greenhouse. However, we had to reinvent our way of working
with our beautiful new machine. Nol worked from 7 am until 4:30
pm. We did the same amount of work, but started 30 minutes
earlier and finished 3 hours later! I felt like setting the machine
on fire on multiple occasions. Anyway, we did the same job with
2 workers fewer and reduced the risk of back problems and
cuts because all the glass was picked up with suction cup arms.
After 6 months, we were just as fast as Nol Mast, even with
2 workers fewer, and the machine proved its worth!’

glazers in the correct position. My two sons and the foreman went
with the frame and method to Canada. 2 weeks later, much earlier
than expected. they finished. Only thing was, I hadn’t agreed
anything with KUBO about fees. Peter van de Kraan realised that
too. He told me that he had calculated a pretty good price, and I
told him to decide what he thought was reasonable. He came up
with a proposal that we were both happy with.’

‘WE’RE ALSO INVITED TO KUBO’S SUMMER
BARBECUES. CONVERSELY, IF WE BUY A NEW
TRACTOR OR TRUCK, IT’S INAUGURATED
ACCORDING TO WESTLAND TRADITION.
Burgers and beer
‘Last year, we built a 65,000-m2 greenhouse for KUBO really
quickly. I got a call on Friday afternoon asking us to stop by.
Nol Mast was there, together with the other subcontractors.
We were warmly thanked by the grower and Wouter Kuiper,
who had hired restaurant Bavette to grill burgers on the spot.
You can expect this kind of thing from KUBO, as they let you know
that your efforts are appreciated. We’re also invited to KUBO’s
summer barbecues. On the other hand, if we buy a new tractor
or truck, it’s inaugurated according to Westland tradition.
These machines are christened by a good soaking with a beer.
The people from KUBO are obviously also invited, and Wouter is
the first to get behind the wheel of the tractor. Thanks to all these
factors, we have a very close bond. They also appreciate the fact
that my sons are continuing my business, just like their sons are
doing in their company.

‘THE GREENHOUSES GOT TALLER, THE GLASS
BIGGER, AND THE WORKERS OLDER. IT WAS TOO
MUCH FOR ANYBODY OVER 45, SO I THOUGHT
I’D DEVISE A MACHINE.’
Back to France
‘In 2016, KUBO asked me to glaze a greenhouse near Nantes.
The company was called Oliver. It rang a bell, because I had
worked there when I was 20. I went back, and even slept in the
same hotel as in 1980; Le Cheval Blanc in Le Loroux Bottereau.
That’s funny!’
Share thoughts and share the earnings
‘KUBO called me 2 years ago, because they had an order to fulfil
in Canada where a greenhouse had to be placed on a 10-metre
high roof. They asked me to share my thoughts on the best way to
glaze it. The glazing machine couldn’t be put on the roof, as it was
too heavy. So I got to work on the problem. I visited a constructor
and had a frame welded into which a forklift could load a box of
glass. That frame could be hydraulically tilted and picked up by
a cherry picker, so that the glazing could be presented to the
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‘	I CAN SAY,
WITHOUT
EXAGGERATION,
THAT KUBO HAS
SAVED LIVES
HERE.’
[ Les Peters (l) and Edgar Suc Juarez (r) ]

Guatemala is one of the poorest countries in the world, and the poorest parts
of the country are in the northern highlands, where Les Peters founded his
‘Impact Ministries’. With his wife Rita, he built a mission with 10 schools for
1,700 children, and a medical clinic.
‘Our work involves providing education and teaching
children biblical values. However, most children are
malnourished, and suffer from the resulting ailments,
so offering meals is extremely important because nobody
can learn on an empty stomach. For this reason, we’ve set
up a food programme to serve 1,150 meals to children
every day. For most of them, it’s their only meal of the day.
The greenhouse, which we received from KUBO in 2012,
plays a key role in this food programme.’
How it started
‘It all started following a visit from Rebecca Houweling.
We regularly receive visitors, and her school in Canada
organised a visit to our mission in Tactic, Guatemala, in which
she participated. Later, she came back to do an internship here
as a nurse. She told her father, tomato grower Casey Houweling,
about our work. Casey came to have a look around, and was so
touched by the poverty and nature of our work that he decided
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to help us. He couldn’t bear to see our crops suffering from the
excess of rain or drought. He contacted Eef ter Laak at KUBO,
and the Seeds of Tomorrow Project was born. A few months later,
containers containing a complete greenhouse arrived, and KUBO
employees came over to set everything up. That was incredible.
Along with the greenhouse, they even brought a large water
reservoir which we can use for irrigation during the 6-month dry
season.’
Seedlings
‘We grow seedlings of all kinds of crops in the greenhouse until
they are large enough to withstand the weather and can be
planted outside. 200 staff members are now working on growing
crops inside and outside the greenhouse. Thanks to external
sponsorship, one of our students managed to go to university,
became an agricultural engineer, and now he works for us.
Considering this is someone from one of the poorest of the 23
Maya communities living here, most of whom are illiterate, this is

an amazing achievement. As they say, don’t give a man a fish,
teach him to fish. That is what happens here.’

‘CASEY CAME TO HAVE A LOOK AROUND, AND WAS
SO TOUCHED BY THE POVERTY AND NATURE OF OUR
WORK THAT HE DECIDED TO HELP US. HE COULDN’T
BEAR TO SEE OUR CROPS SUFFERING.’
Pandemic
‘When COVID-19 broke out, the situation here became even
more dire. Unemployment, already high, went from bad to worse.
Everyone was already on survival mode, now they were stuck in
lockdown too. We then started delivering food packages to
people’s homes. I’m sure this saved lives, so in fact KUBO has
also saved lives. We weren’t allowed to teach, and we’re still
not allowed to, not even one-on-one, but food distribution was
permitted. So we added homework to every food package, and
collected it a week or two later with the next delivery. In some
cases, this meant that a teacher had to walk 90 minutes up and
down the mountain to reach a single family.’

which Eef and his colleagues have filled with all kinds of
educational materials for our 10 schools. I’ve seen the list
of what we’re getting, and it’s fantastic.
Since the greenhouse was built, Eef has continued to collect
things for us. For example, we’ve already received used school
furniture in such good condition it seems new. The poorest
children in this country have the best furniture in Guatemala,
in my opinion. You have to understand that we operate without
any government support at all. We live on donations from North
America and KUBO, but it’s not healthy for an organisation to
depend on donations, so our goal is to be self-sufficient within
5 years. The greenhouse is playing a leading role in this, as it
provides us with seedlings which we use to grow our own food
and sell on to other farmers.
The greenhouse is therefore a blessing to us, and I’d like to use
this interview to thank KUBO deeply, also on behalf of everyone
who works and learns with us.’

3 more sea containers
‘At this very moment while we’re on the phone, our people are
waiting for 3 more sea containers to arrive from the Netherlands,
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‘ WE SHARE
THE SAME CULTURE.’

‘We share the same culture’
Noorland Peppers in IJsselmuiden
is a lifelong KUBO customer.
The Noorland family have been
breeders for 5 generations.
Brothers Jan and Ton, and for the
last 2.5 years Jan’s son Stephan,
are the men keeping the current
company going.
Jan: ‘In 1963, my father started growing tomatoes in Zevenhuizen,
with a greenhouse built by KUBO. In 1985, Ton and I started working
together when we took over an existing company in Bleiswijk and grew
green peppers. We sold the company in 1992, and then had a 17,000-m2
greenhouse built in Zevenhuizen. Our dad had been pleased with KUBO,
and they offered good value, so we also used KUBO. We did talk to
other companies, but the greenhouse builder from Monster was the
one we were most confident about. That was partly because KUBO is
often the first to introduce certain innovations, such as rubbers on the
roof, which save energy and significantly reduce the risk of breakage.’
Quality
Ton: ‘We’ve never suffered any damage, and we’ve always remained
loyal to KUBO. We sold our company in Zevenhuizen in 2006, after
which we settled in IJsselmuiden where KUBO built a 70,000-m2
greenhouse for us. We extended it in 2019 with another 25,000 m2.’

‘THE SAYING, “DON’T CHAT, GET ON WITH THE
WORK”, APPLIES HERE, AND EXTENDS TO KUBO’S
OWN PEOPLE.’
Rotterdam spirit
Jan: ‘KUBO has the same culture as our company. People talk,
and everyone looks for a solution.’
Ton: ‘The Rotterdam saying, “Don’t chat, get on with the work”,
applies here. It also extends to KUBO’s own people, such as
Frans Kraan, the first we did business with, and later to Eef ter Laak,
who became our Mr KUBO. You can always rely on him, know that
everything will be fine, and that a deal’s a deal.
Jan: ‘Even KUBO’s subcontractors share the same great spirit.
Siem Roozenburg, Henry van der Lans, Gert van der Kruijk, among
many others, are all very passionate hard workers.’
The new generation
Jan’s son Stephan studied mechanical engineering before working
for a few years at an engineering firm.
Stephan: ‘I wanted to broaden my horizons, but in the end I missed
doing business. Now, I’m involved in processing and marketing the
peppers. With this job, I have to take decisions every day on making
things more efficient and better. And that’s fun!’
Excellent contact
Jan: ‘When KUBO started to build the extension in 2019, there was no
access for delivering building materials. We had to ask our neighbour
if we could use his property, and he agreed to. Afterwards, Eef ter Laak
says, “First, we’re going to give your neighbour a large cake.” That’s Eef.
He always cares about people.
Ton: ‘We always call Eef first. We’re now getting used to the fact that
we really have to call Martijn van Winden, but the contact with him is
also outstanding.’

[ l to r: Ton, Jan and Stephan Noorland ]
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‘	WE DO A LOT
FOR OUR PEOPLE
AND OUR
ENVIRONMENT.’

Nathalie van den Ende has been working for KUBO
since 2007. As a marketing & PR employee she is,
among other things, the driving force behind the many
fun activities that are organised internally and externally.
‘I started in production, where I made drawings for the laser
cutting machine. When I came here, I had no clear profession
or education, but they saw something in me. When someone
left admin, I was asked if I could take over, initially for part of
my hours and later full time. One day, Wouter asked if I wanted
to be responsible for communications. I was given 24 hours
to think about it, because “If you give a woman a week to
decide, she still won’t know”. I accepted, and now I’m
responsible for the internal and external newsletters, the TV
presentations, the social media, our presence at trade fairs,
and the guided tours we hold here. I also organise our staff
association activities with other members of the association,
which always result in some interesting stories.’
The bathrobe incident
‘Funny things can also happen at trade fairs. We were in Berlin for
a trade fair in February 2020, and I was waiting with Mariska from
Peter Dekker Installaties for an Uber to take us to our luxurious hotel,
which we could only afford because we’d booked last minute.
It was early in the morning, and we were going to tidy up our
stand for a new day. We were next to a group of neatly dressed
Italians. The street was also immaculate, with chic shops to the
left, and one selling expensive watches and suitcases on the right.
Suddenly, a man in a bathrobe that was too short and slippers
that were too small appears. Everyone turned to him, but Mariska
was the first to recognise him. I couldn’t believe my eyes. “Good
morning Wouter,” Mariska said. Wouter had locked himself out on
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the way to the pool. From the back of the hotel, he’d had to pass
a couple of embassies where soldiers with machine guns kept
watch. After quickly slipping through the front door, one of the
Italians, laughing, asked, “Is that one of your representatives?”
“No,”, I replied, “that’s our CEO.”’
Botox please!
‘A convention is held every year for all the owners of an Ultra-Clima
greenhouse around the globe. They are offered a 2-day programme
in which knowledge is shared. It always used to be organised in
the Netherlands, then in 2019 for the first time in Nantes, at the
first greenhouse with LED lighting. In 2020, we were going to go
to California, but COVID-19 put a stop to that. At such a convention,
imagine about 30 Wouters coming together; 30 unguided
projectiles. Nobody respects the times, everyone forgets a bag,
phone or piece of clothing, new plans arise on the spot, and I have
to keep it all together. They’re all very sweet individually, but
collectively they leave me needing some Botox after a couple of
days. On the other hand, Mariska and I went to California for 5 days
to arrange the hotels and logistics for an Ultra-Clima convention.
That was fantastic, of course, and the convention will probably
return in 2022. We’re now so experienced in organising events,
that I sometimes think we could set up our own KUBO events
department.’
The beach bar legend
‘There’s a famous story in KUBO history about Peter van der Kraan.

We were celebrating in a beach bar where a wedding reception
was being held. We were allowed to be there at the same time,
as long as we stayed in the back. But at one point, some Kubans
were dancing with the bride, which prompted the owner to ask
us to leave. It was 10:30 pm I believe, and we’d been there since
noon. So I, the party pooper as always, went and got everyone,
including Peter. He looked at me, and said, “Who’s in charge here?
You or me?” Then I went to the owner to say that I had tried my
best, but I couldn’t get Peter to leave. So he went to talk to Peter,
who put his credit card on the bar and said, “If I have to leave,
I’ll buy the place.” The staff thought it was hilarious, because the
owner had been telling everyone for ages that he’d sell the place
as soon as he got the chance. He got the chance, but didn’t take it.
This story has stuck with Peter ever since. When we went to London
on the ferry, Martijn bought a captain’s cap and jacket. It was
offered to Peter in the evening, because he’d probably buy
the boat. Since then, we put the KUBO logo over the name
everywhere we go.’
Social commitment
‘What impresses me is KUBO’s clear social commitment, from
building a greenhouse in Guatemala to sponsoring just about
every local sports club. For example, we support Team Westland,
cyclists who climb the Tourmalet for the cancer charity KWF.
Together with Ed Kuiper, we receive people from De Zonnebloem

(charity for people with a physical handicap - ed.), residents of
care homes and former greenhouse builders several times a year.
We make it a fun outing. We do the same for our retired employees.
On Technology Day, we open our company to anyone who is
interested. We want to be a good neighbour.’

‘BUT AT ONE POINT, SOME KUBANS WERE
DANCING WITH THE BRIDE.’
Home from home
‘The atmosphere here is excellent. Us old-timers don’t think about
it much, but newcomers keep reminding us. We often hear the
term ‘home from home’. We sometimes joke that maybe we
should be a bit more irritating, but the fact is our management is
in close contact with staff.
That means a lot is done for employees, such as the Top Fit
Programme with which we encourage healthy living and sports.
Colleagues who often work abroad receive jet lag training and
nutritional advice. Chair massages are also given every 2 weeks,
and twice a year we hold a Health Week during which we reward
colleagues who’ve improved their lifestyles. Once every 3 weeks
we have a fruit and vegetable day, and the list goes on and on.
But make no mistake; people also work very hard here!’
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[ The Vier Winden flour mill in Monster ]
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‘	WE WANT TO
PROGRESS, BUT
ONLY TOGETHER.’
Edwin Huybers is probably the most internal of all external
colleagues. As a strategic improvement coach at TwoWayz,
he has been present for about 2 days a week for the past 8 years.
He supports the management and teams with the growth of
the company.

‘I’m not on the payroll, but I see myself as
a KUBAN anyway. We recently discussed
this term in the management meeting,
when looking at the question of how we
could also make our foreign colleagues
KUBANS. It’s all about certain values that
we find important at the company, such as
openness, collegiality, willingness to learn
from your experiences, and the ambition
to do improve every day. I also see myself
as a KUBAN, but as one who has to stay
on the edge of the organisation so I can
continue to look at what is happening here
with sufficient distance. That’s where my
value lies.’
Get everyone onboard with changes
‘At KUBO, we believe it’s important that everyone is involved in
the changes we’re going through. One good example is how the
layout of KUBO Logistics’ new dispatch area has been organised.
A big new warehouse was bought, and the question arose; are we
going to use the same working methods as before, or start with
a clean slate? We opted for the latter, and I was given the task of
creating a structure in which the dispatchers could give their input.
I decided to use toy ‘stickle bricks’ as an example, and got everyone
to work together on building a boat with them. At first it was one
big mess. Ron Arensman and I looked at each other and wondered,
where’s this going? But the game taught us how much we all went
straight into action mode, without taking the time to think first.
Then we managed to look at the workflow with new eyes, because
if you keep doing what you did, you’ll carry on getting the same
result. The people at KUBO Logistics managed to surpass that
pitfall with giant strides.’

‘A BIG NEW WAREHOUSE WAS BOUGHT, AND THE
QUESTION AROSE: ARE WE GOING TO USE THE SAME
WORKING METHODS AS BEFORE, OR START WITH
A CLEAN SLATE?’

Multidisciplinary brainstorming
‘We also use this way of working together when facing unusual
requests, like the one from a customer who wanted to grow
blueberries in the desert. That was new to us, and we got to work
on it with a team from different disciplines. In the beginning,
it’s like putting people together who speak different languages,
but after a few sessions they started to understand each other and
the group became a team. We did this by sharing images, then
forming a judgement, then taking a decision. By sharing images,
and also making them visible on a board, you can be sure that
everyone’s input is heard. These processes take some time.
We’re not used to this outside the creative sector, but it pays off.’

‘IT’S NO USE HAVING A FOOTBALL TEAM WITH
A STRIKER WHO IS HAPPY THAT HE’S SCORED,
EVEN THOUGH THE TEAM LOST THE GAME.’
Exploiting differences
‘All these developments have changed the role of management.
Not so long ago, Ron, the technical director, would even arrange
as it were the window cleaner. Now there are sector managers,
and specialist staff positions who have taken tasks over from them.
The board members had to let that go. This company is lucky to
have a board that exploits the different talents of its members.
Wouter is the visionary who sees the future right now. Peter wants
to know the reasoning: “Are the assumptions correct?” Ron is
concerned with putting things into practice: “How?” When we sit
down at the table with a glass of wine after a day of intense talks,
someone raises the glass and says how much he appreciates the
other. That’s really great. There’s plenty of ambition, but there’s also
a real desire to do things together, and look out for each other.’

NOT SO LONG AGO, RON, AS TECHNICAL
DIRECTOR, WOULD EVEN ARRANGE AS IT
WERE THE WINDOW CLEANER.’
Wiggle-wiggle
‘During our days out for brainstorming, we sometimes played a
game that involved a dance: wiggle-wiggle. You have to follow
the rhythm together in this dance, which isn’t as easy as it sounds.
You have to open up, and at the same time do something that
looks ridiculous from a distance. That requires mutual trust, which
is what we’ve got here. When I go to KUBO, I leave Eindhoven at
5:30 am and stay overnight in a B&B. I’ve never had any problem
with that, which says a lot about the working atmosphere here.’

New office, new ways of working
‘Another big change was the move to the new office. The entire
interior facilitates openness, visibility, and creating connection.
However, the behaviour desired also has to be encouraged,
which is why we introduced POENK sessions. This is an acronym
for the Dutch terms for prompting boards, evaluation, comply with
agreements and sounding boards. During these sessions, we get
all the departments involved in the progress of the project. Before
we went digital, there were 23 whiteboards on the third floor
showing all the phases, including green, yellow or red emoticons
that indicate if someone is ‘in control’. You can also raise a red flag
there, after which everyone drops everything to help. We’re now
using digiboards, which have turned out to be ideal in this era
dominated by COVID-19. We’ve managed to get all the disciplines
to feel responsible for the entire project. It’s no use having a
football team with a striker who’s happy that he’s scored, even
though the team lost the game.’
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‘THEY WORK
HARD AT KUBO.
AND SO DO WE.’
Roozenburg is the number 1 builder of KUBO greenhouses,
and has been for half a century. Siem established the
company that he now runs with his son René.
Siem: ‘In 1972, my cousin and I started
a construction company to build KUBO
greenhouses. I then launched my own
business in 1974, when I was 23. Right
from the start, 95% of all the greenhouses
we built were from KUBO, and that
percentage has remained unchanged to
this day. The difference is that in those
days a greenhouse could be built with a
couple of ladders and a drilling machine,
today you need a low-loader with aerial
platforms and telehandlers, and regard for
the health and safety of the employees,
contractor’s certification, etc.’
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René: ‘After 2 years of studying economics and admin, I no longer
felt like going to high school. My dream was to be an Apache
helicopter pilot, but I should have tried harder at school. Instead,
I rode my moped to where my dad was building, and helped out.
I really liked the development in greenhouse construction, the
new mechanisation, being outside, and the freedom.’

Globetrotters
René: ‘We used to fly all over the world for KUBO, but in recent
years we’ve preferred to stay in Europe to avoid being away from
home for 5 or 6 weeks at a time. I like to see my wife and children
more often. The closer to home you can make a living, the better,
right?’

for KUBO for a while. I remember when we drove to KUBO at
Easter. Ed Kuiper was there to give us the parts we needed.
We also helped to expand the factory where the Praxis is now
located. So I’ve experienced all the management changes,
but we got along very well with all 3 bosses. All the Kuipers
are hard workers, and they look after their people.’

Siem: ‘When Rene stopped studying, I didn’t want to reward him
with a job in my company. I wanted him to work elsewhere for a
year, to gain experience. But I soon took him on. In 2001, we set
up a general partnership, and later a PLC. My brother Andre also
worked with us from the start, but he decided he wanted an
employment contract. That means work ends when you get home,
never the case for the people running a company. He’s retired
now, but still enjoys working with us 2 days a week.’

Siem: ‘Occasionally, I’ve combined a work trip with a holiday.
For example, my wife Els came to New Zealand when we’d
finished, and we toured the country for 3 weeks.’

René: ‘We also have a lot of contact with the building foremen
at KUBO, such as Ben Wubs, and before that Gerrit Brederoo.
Fine people. I went to New Zealand in 2014, Gerrit must have
flown ahead to buy tools there. When he bought all that stuff,
they gave him a radio-controlled helicopter as a present.
He went to practice with it while I was unloading a container.
In the hotel at the end of the day, I asked how the flight had gone.
It gradually emerged that the helicopter had got stuck high in a tree.
I got it out the next day with a telehandler.’

Siem: ‘In the early days, we worked for Arie Kuiper. He liked
handing out his cigars, but I didn’t smoke. Always saying no
seems ungrateful, so I took them and soon had a box full in my
car. Arie was a nice guy, but very critical. When we were building,
he would stand at the beginning of the facade, look along the
rafters, and if something was crooked, he’d mention it. It was
better to fix it right away, because if he turned up the next day
and it was still crooked, you’d hear all about it and there would be
no cigar.’

‘MY DREAM WAS TO BE AN APACHE
HELICOPTER PILOT, BUT I SHOULD HAVE
TRIED HARDER AT SCHOOL.’
René: ‘I once did something similar, but things turned out
differently. Chantal, my wife, came to a campsite in Bordeaux,
near where we were building. I wasn’t supposed to be working
while she was staying, but in the end there a problem to sort
out every single day. The weather was also disappointing, so we
won’t be doing it again.’
Hard workers
Siem: ‘René and I also repaired malfunctions in the air mechanism

Till a real family business
René: ‘We’re now sure who will succeed us here. I’ve got a son
and 2 daughters, so it could go either way.’
Siem: ‘Els and my daughter Joyce, the sister of René and Chantal,
do most of the administration at our company, so for the time
being we’re still really a family business, just like KUBO.’
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Karin van der Schee and Lorenzo
Primatesta are teachers. They teach the
subject ‘Garden GREENERY’, among
other things. We also spoke to Paul Steyn,
a retired horticulturist who held various
administrative positions in the horticultural
sector and provided practical guidance
for the students of the Herman Broeren
College for the past 13 years.
A new bespoke greenhouse
Paul: ‘We used to have a simple greenhouse here on our premises,
where I grew some plants with the students. However, it disappeared
after a renovation in 2015. Our board chairman Maarten van
Kesteren then contacted companies in and around Westland to
ask if they’d like to sponsor the construction of a new greenhouse
for us. KUBO immediately registered as the main sponsor, and
Eef ter Laak helped enormously with recruiting other sponsors
from his extensive network. A special bespoke greenhouse was
then designed for us, because it’s much smaller than KUBO’s
usual products, but it contains all the technology.’

‘KUBO IMMEDIATELY REGISTERED AS THE
MAIN SPONSOR, AND EEF TER LAAK HELPED
ENORMOUSLY WITH RECRUITING OTHER
SPONSORS FROM HIS EXTENSIVE NETWORK.’

‘	A GREENHOUSE
MAKES STUDENTS
HAPPY.’
The Herman Broeren College in Delft provides special secondary
education to children aged 12 to 20 with severe learning difficulties
and multiple disabilities. Since 2016, the school has had its own
greenhouse, thanks to KUBO and other sponsors.
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The ‘GREEN’ class
Karin: ‘In the afternoon, our students study a practical subject:
greenery, administration/care, or service/cooking. Greenery is
given 3 times a week during 32 terms of 8 weeks. In the practicals,
we sow and transplant, and when the plants are big enough, we
plant them in the garden that we’ve created outside. We grow beets,
leeks and potatoes, as well as bedding plants such as winter violets,
primulas, agapanthus, and verbena. We sell the bedding plants
to parents and colleagues and use the money we raise for extra
activities at school camp. Last year, we donated money to the
MAMAS Foundation charity, which helps mothers in Africa set up
vegetable gardens.’

‘THE GREENHOUSE IS A FANTASTIC PLACE FOR
STUDENTS. IT’S LIGHT AND PEACEFUL, AND THEY
CAN MAKE A MESS. FOR EXAMPLE, IT’S PERFECT
FOR MAKING CHRISTMAS ITEMS.’
Love for greenery
Lorenzo: ‘With the subject greenery, we want to teach students
both a certain work ethic and a love for greenery. They can’t just
do what they want, we set requirements for their work. There are
two types of groups here, work groups and daytime groups.
We prepare the first group for the labour market. This isn’t an
issue for the second group, with whom we pay more attention
to how a plant grows.’
Greenery is soothing
Karin: ‘The greenhouse is a fantastic place for students. It’s light
and peaceful, and they can make a mess. For example, it’s perfect
for making Christmas items. We either sell them or give them to
care home residents.’
Lorenzo: ‘In the winter, I help students to oil and sharpen our tools.’
Paul: ‘I notice that an environment like a greenhouse makes students
happy. Greenery is soothing.’
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‘	WHEN I WALK
THROUGH THE
WORKSHOP,
I FEEL SO PROUD.’
Lucas Kappert has been working in production since 1997,
and still enjoys going to work every day.
‘My first job was at KUBO. I grew up in The Hague and when
I told my dad that I was going to apply for a job as a welder
in Westland, he thought it was pretty brave, because the
Westlanders were known as hard workers. I was hired by
Ed Kuiper, and came to work under Louis Nettenbreier.
Louis was really blunt, but looking back I can see the value
of his behaviour. I learned a lot from him. We had a father-son
relationship, including the conflicts associated with such a
relationship. I became his assistant, and that made things
worse; I was never good enough for him, because there was
always room for improvement. Despite the friction, I knew
even then that he had a heart of gold. Louis became ill, and
died 3 months later. Way too young. His cremation was the
best I had ever witnessed, and showed how loved he was,
not least by me. I still think about him, even though he died
almost 11 years ago.’
Appreciation
‘The staff here are really appreciated, not just in their employment
conditions but in all kinds of extras. If you look around the factory,
everyone is dressed in the same, decent clothes. There is unity
and equality. We start every morning with the POENK screen,
where we go through the new day and look back at the day before.
That’s great, as we kick off the day together. Our 3 themes are
also given attention: safety, quality and production. We want a
near perfect score for all 3.

‘OUR 3 THEMES ARE ALSO GIVEN ATTENTION:
SAFETY, QUALITY AND PRODUCTION. WE WANT
A NEAR PERFECT SCORE FOR ALL 3.’
Seize the opportunity
‘At KUBO, you can continue to follow your own interests. A group
of us thought that it would be a profitable investment to buy a
couple of welding robots. Normal machines are fine for standard
work, but we also do lots of specialist work which we wanted
robots for. They can work faster than a human. Things didn’t work
out with the operators we hired when we bought the robots, and
they left voluntarily. I was then asked if I wanted to become an
operator. I seized the opportunity. Robbert van Lieshout at Work
Preparation was a bit fed up with his job. We didn’t want to lose
such a good guy, so we asked if he would be interested in
programming the welding robots. He also seized the opportunity.
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Now he works alongside us on the pre-programming, so we
operators can get the robots to carry out bespoke welding with
minimal adjustments. By the way, using robots here has never
meant we’ve needed fewer people, but that we deliver more
work with more consistent quality.’
Exam in Canada
‘When we started building extensively in Canada and our
greenhouses grew bigger, we had to deal with stricter
requirements. They affected us more as a company than our
buildings. We had to be certified as KUBO, which meant, among
other things, that I had to do my Canadian welding coordinator
exam. In Canada! I was presented with a pile of books on
Monday, and on Tuesday, Thursday and Friday I sat the exams.
I passed with flying colours. It was really difficult. Luckily, I was
able to do it again in the Netherlands, together with Robbert,
so we could help each other. We passed.’

‘OUR 3 THEMES ARE ALSO GIVEN ATTENTION:
SAFETY, QUALITY AND PRODUCTION. WE WANT
A NEAR PERFECT SCORE FOR ALL 3.’
If I’m here, I’m here 100%
‘When I was in charge, I always had a look around the factory on
Saturdays, and would bring cakes or something. I could declare
the expense. When walking through the aluminium workshop on
such a day off, I feel so proud. Everything is safe and well organised.
The truck drivers are also amazed to see such a big company
where they can drive in and out without reversing. When I’m here,
I never think about home. I’m here 100%. When I’m at home,
I secretly think about the company, and every Monday I’m looking
forward to it again.’
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Gert van der Kruijk has been
working as an independent
facade installer for 30 years,
the last 13 years mainly for KUBO.
He can’t imagine a better job.

‘My job is one of the best in the world. I’m always outside,
and get to work when everyone’s pretty much finished.
I’m responsible for finishing the greenhouse, so I get to
see it at its best. That’s why I finish everything down to the
millimetre, apparently the feminine side of me. If I have to
cut strips, I do it very neatly, and tidy everything up properly
afterwards. When I leave and turn around, I want to see
something I can be proud of.’

empty for a second, and Cees went straight to the microphone
and started singing. All of us went outside, so that he only had
a French audience. After he’d finished singing, he came over to us
and says to me, “I bet you arranged that didn’t you, you bastard?”
We all had to laugh.’

From the Netherlands to New Zealand
‘I used to glaze roofs sometimes. First by hand, and later with
a ‘hopper’, the forerunner of an aerial platform, but as the
greenhouses became higher and higher it was necessary to
invest a lot in equipment. That didn’t appeal to me, and I had
no cash available anyway. I liked the work below. KUBO got in
touch about a job in 2008, and they’ve been my biggest client
ever since. For the last 18 months, I’ve mainly worked in the
Netherlands, partly due to COVID-19. But before, I did a lot of
work for KUBO in France, and also in Australia and New Zealand.
I always go with my brother Cees, a really big, strong guy.

Glass container 1664
‘In France, we had a glass container for the cutting waste. It was
a beautiful summer, so lots of beer bottles disappeared in that
container every evening. After a few weeks, it was completely full
with green 1664 bottles. I took a picture of it, and sent it to Ron
Arensman with the text, “Now this is a glass container.” He sent
back, “Bunch of cowboys.”’
Severe fall
‘Anyone who works with glass all their life is covered with scars,
and I’m no exception. There’s no way round it. 18 months ago

‘ THE BEST
JOB IN
THE WORLD.’
That was really enjoyable. We were often away from home for
6 weeks, but now people are fed up after 10 days. Obviously
we’d fall out from time to time, but when I’d get grumpy but
Cees would throw a packet of rolling tobacco at me, and
everything would be fine again.
Brother Cees
‘Our collaboration came to an abrupt end in 2015, when he had
an accident while building a greenhouse, which wasn’t for KUBO
as it happens. He fell from a great height onto a concrete floor,
and shattered his hip and wrist. He never recovered properly.
He was on medication for constant pain, and couldn’t work. In 2018,
he took his own life. He promised me he wouldn’t, and did his
best to make the best of things, but it was too much for him.’

‘HE FELL FROM A GREAT HEIGHT ONTO A
CONCRETE FLOOR, AND SHATTERED HIS HIP
AND WRIST. HE NEVER RECOVERED PROPERLY.’
Everywhere was his stage
‘Cees was known in Westland for the song ‘Oeauw Kassenbouw’
(Oh Greenhouse Construction) which he wrote in 1995 with Peter
Kruithof for the band Kromme Jongens. He sang covers in the
band in the style of Joe Cocker. At one point, he was approached
by people who were going to make a musical about Westland,
and he was given a part in it with his own song. He liked to be
the centre of attention. I remember once when we were building
a KUBO greenhouse in France with the men from Roozenburg.
We had evening dinner in a restaurant that had an open stage
where various acts performed. If Cees saw a microphone, he had
to sing. So I had already signalled to René Roozenburg that if
Cees started singing, we’d grab our plates and continue eating
outside, even if it was only 6 ºC. Anyway, the stage did become
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‘WHEN CEES STARTED SINGING, WE PICKED UP
OUR PLATES AND CONTINUED EATING OUTSIDE.’

something more serious happened, when I fell off my own aerial
platform. I had made a plank to get closer to the work, and fell
from a height of 7 metres with my head narrowly missing a
concrete footing.
I was unconscious for 10 minutes. Tobias, a Polish lad from
Roozenburg, pulled my face out of the mud, otherwise I’d have
suffocated. They immediately called the ambulance, and were
told to wake me up. I woke up half dreaming and had no idea
what had happened. “You fell,” someone said. I looked at the
aerial platform and thought, “That’s pretty high”. I got up and
actually wanted to get back to work, but then I felt my ribs hurt
(I had a collapsed lung and 3 broken ribs) and I also noticed
that my hand was facing the wrong way from the wrist (I had
14 fractures between my shoulder and wrist). The doctor at the
hospital told me to forget about my work, which shocked me
deeply.
In the office, it felt to me that a day would drag on for a year.
After 6 weeks, the cast came off and I didn’t even have the
strength to pick up an empty coffee cup. Now I can work like I
used to, except there’s a metal plate in my wrist, so I can’t bend
my hand that far anymore. I’m being quite light-hearted about it,
but it was a massive scare for my mother of course. It was lucky
she didn’t have to bury her son.’
Enjoy every day
‘Even so, I think I’ve got the best job in the world. I’m now 56,
and I’ve never had any problems with my back or knees. That is
probably mostly down to luck and perhaps it’s also due to my
healthy lifestyle. But at least I feel fit and enjoy my work every day.
What more could anyone want?’
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‘	EVERYTHING IS
BASED ON TRUST.’
Arnold and Peter de Vrij have
been called ‘Arnold and Pete
DeVry’ for more than 30 years,
since they packed their bags
to catch a 10-hour flight to
Vancouver, Canada in 1989.
It was supposed to be a
stopover, as their goal was
to build a greenhouse in the
United States. But Canada
grabbed their hearts, and soon
DeVry Greenhouses became
KUBO’s second Canadian
customer.
Pete: Our horticultural history is pretty long. Our grandfather
Dirk started growing all kinds of vegetables in a cold frame in
Nieuwerkerk aan den IJssel in 1930. The glazing was therefore
flat, but just before the war the roof was raised and it was turned
into a real greenhouse. Our father Arie joined the company
in 1949 when he just 14. In 1977, our parents switched from
vegetables to cut gerberas. They sold their company in 1987 to
emigrate in 1989. I’ve a lot of respect for our parents courage in
taking such a big step, as they were in their 50s. But my father
was fed up with Dutch bureaucracy. I hear from Dutch growers
that they spend 20 to 30% of their time on administration related
to fertiliser use and emissions, without being able to exert any
influence on these quantities.’

‘I’VE A LOT OF RESPECT FOR OUR PARENTS’
COURAGE IN TAKING SUCH A BIG STEP,
AS THEY WERE IN THEIR 50S.’
The country seemed to invite us
Pete: ‘Arnold was 19 at the time, and I was 22. We were as green
as grass, but really looking forward to this great adventure.
I had gone to a nursery in North Carolina a few days before
my 18th birthday to work there for a few years. Neither Arnold
nor I were interested in building up a company under Dutch
regulations, we wanted to go to America. The idea was to buy
land in Washington State, so my father and I started looking at
the possibilities in 1987. The cheapest route to fly to Washington
was via Vancouver. We stayed in a hotel there, and the next day,
Sunday, we went to church. There wasn’t a cloud in the sky, and
the view of the mountains around us was incredible. Basically,
the country seemed to be inviting us. So on Monday, we decided
to explore the area, which opened all kinds of doors for us.
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There was a lot of land available, Vancouver had a flower auction,
there was a branch of our church, and, nice for our parents who
didn’t speak much English, there were also plenty of Dutch in the
area.’
Not the promised land after all
Arnold: ‘We almost bought land earlier, in 1986, an hour’s drive
from the White House, but in the end we settled for Canada. That
was another reason behind this. We could enter the United States
with a 5-year investor visa, for which you have to reapply each year.
It could be the case that you’ve just started a thriving company
from the ground up, and the government decides not to renew
the visa. This had happened to some farmers in Texas. That sort
of uncertainty was out of the question, especially with the
investments that a greenhouse requires. We’ve never regretted
for a moment our decision to settle in Chilliwack, British Columbia
in 1989. We’re still there. I live 600 metres from where we started,
and Pete 200 metres.’

‘WE’VE NEVER REGRETTED FOR
A MOMENT OUR DECISION TO SETTLE
IN CHILLIWACK, BRITISH COLUMBIA
IN 1989. WE’RE STILL THERE.’
Ed and his campervan
Arnold: ‘I had also been to America for a few months, and
immediately thought emigrating was a great idea. We had our
first greenhouse built by a competitor of KUBO, but it didn’t turn
out well. We didn’t know KUBO then. Then we came into contact
with Ed Kuiper through tomato grower Casey Houweling, who’s
also of Dutch descent. Ed had a campervan, and stopped by
with his wife and sons Casper and Wouter, It was a successful
acquaintance. Our first extension was built by KUBO, as was
every new greenhouse afterwards. Apart from the first year,
we’ve extended our greenhouses by a few thousand square
metres every year. As soon as we’ve earned enough cash, we
call Ton Bellekom at KUBO. Even when we bought another farm
with 2 greenhouses from our neighbour in Langley, we had it
completely renovated by KUBO. In fact, KUBO is building a
greenhouse in Alberta right now. I can follow the progress via
a webcam. When it’s ready, we’ll have a total of 30 hectares of
greenhouse.’
Our relationships are designed to last
Pete: ‘With KUBO, there’s literally never a single nut or bolt missing,
and we’ve never had any problems with our greenhouses. In 2007
we expanded into Alberta, the province inland next to British
Columbia. It’s the sunniest state, and also the windiest, but
we’ve never suffered any damage. We also have an excellent
relationship with Eef ter Laak. He has so much experience and
knowledge about old and new greenhouses all over the world.
The youngsters leaving technical schools don’t have that, they
know different things. But Eef understands that sometimes we
might be in a rush, because of the weather or so. We’re also loyal,
to both KUBO and our customers. For example, we’ve been
supplying bedding plants to the Real Canadian Superstore for
30 years, so we’re not interested in supplying their competitor
Walmart. We enter into relationships for the long run, and for
good reason, because the infrastructure we need can’t be built
in the short term. For example, we have 60 trailers and maybe
20,000 Danish carts. We have a team that analyses our customers’
sales and advises their buyers. We also have a team that visits
the stores and makes sure everything looks good. We’re all
connected with each other on the basis of trust.’
Personal synergy
Arnold: ‘We click with the people we’ve got to know through
KUBO. With Wouter Kuiper, with Jan Vellekoop from PDI, with
supervisor Arthur Tsalamangos from Australia, and with Ap van
der Helm. The person we’re most in contact with is Eef, who
has so much passion and energy for his job. We always say,
“When Eef’s here, it’s quiet somewhere else.”’
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[ Monster beach, less than 1 km from
our headquarters ]
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‘WE AIM TO
GET A 9/10 IN
EVERYTHING WE
DO AT KUBO’
Martijn van Winden used to be a horticulturist, but has been
working at KUBO since 2005 and is now a Customer Support
Coordinator.
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‘My dad was a horticulturist, and I entered
the company automatically. I did a horticulture
course at high school, but my fingers were
more black than green; I was more technically
inclined. I told my dad this, and he said,
“Then we’ll get someone who does have
green fingers”. We invested too much at the
time, which turned out to be a mistake.
When things were rock bottom, our creditors
wanted to continue with us, but the energy
company filed for bankruptcy. Afterwards,
I worked on truck bodies at a bodywork
company for 6 months, but after building
10 of them I realised there was nothing more
to learn, and it was no longer a challenge.
I came into contact with KUBO through
someone else, and after an interview with
Wouter I became a work planner. That task
turned out to be difficult for someone with
can’t concentrate for more than 2 seconds,
partly because I also worked in the service
department, which distracted me. However,
we did doscover that customers expected
more service from us than we were providing
at the time, so it was decided I’d only work
in the service department. That turned out
very successfully for us all. I understand
customers, and their urgency, because
I worked in horticulture for 15 years.’

Work hard but responsibly
‘The culture at KUBO has changed over the years. Hard work
has always been the priority, and it still is with the old guard.
For younger generations, this is less of a given, but that isn’t
necessarily a bad thing. These days, we know much more about
the things that benefit us physically and mentally, and always
working long days isn’t one of them. The realisation that there
is more to life than working is obviously healthy. Fortunately,
everyone has retained the ambition and the drive.’

‘I DID A HORTICULTURE COURSE AT HIGH
SCHOOL, BUT MY FINGERS WERE MORE
BLACK THAN GREEN; I WAS MORE
TECHNICALLY INCLINED.’
Christmas despite COVID
‘Parties and fun activities are intrinsic to KUBO. 2020 was therefore
disastrous for us, because we obeyed the COVID-19 rules.
However, that didn’t stop us from having a great drive-in at
Christmas. Everyone drove their cars into the factory, where
snacks, drinks and Christmas hampers were shared out. All the
business gifts received are also raffled at Christmas. I displayed
them on stalls, with lottery numbers on them, and they were
handed through car windows. There were lights everywhere.
Robbert van Lieshout had written software that made the welding
robots decorated with lights move as people drove past.

‘EVERYONE DROVE THEIR CARS INTO
THE FACTORY, WHERE SNACKS, DRINKS AND
CHRISTMAS HAMPERS WERE SHARED OUT.’
In total, about 100 cars passed through the factory. It was a great
success. At KUBO, we value the staff, but also their partners and
the children. That’s why it was great that we were able to organise
something that involved them in this difficult year.’
Fun shooting and Saint Nicolas
‘I’ll never forget the paintball in the grounds at the rear here.
We were given overalls, and inflatables were blown up to hide
behind. Awesome! The ladies weren’t that impressed, but it
brought out the little kid in me. Fun shooting without regard for
people. Saint Nicolas is also always fun when you see the faces of
the children... Saint Nicolas and his Piets used to be played by our
own people, because they know the parents present and can
respond appropriately. Meeting each other in a situation other
than work connects people, irrespective of the where or how.

‘MEETING EACH OTHER IN A SITUATION
OTHER THAN WORK CONNECTS PEOPLE,
IRRESPECTIVE OF THE WHERE OR HOW.’
Over the next few Sundays, we’ll be taking part in activities from
our Topfit programme on the beach and in the sea, such as wave
surfing and blokarting. We’re also holding beer, whiskey and
wine tasting. We aim to get a 9/10 in everything we do at KUBO,
including the things we enjoy!’
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normal as well. Fazil Kaya, KUBO’s aluminium department foreman,
and my dad were very close. Fazil once told me that no job was
too hard for my father, he just got on with it. In 1990, my dad was
diagnosed with a very nasty brain disease which killed him not
much later. That’s when I jumped in. I went to talk to Ed about
whether KUBO would continue to be our iron supplier, even
though my dad was no longer in the business. Ed said, “If you’re
as good a guy as your father, no problem.” Soon afterwards,
my brother Henk also stopped. He got a job in the care industry
for the elderly, while I continued alone until my son joined.
He’s also called Antonius Wilhelmus, or Toon.
A gentleman
My father was a gentleman scrap-metal merchant, always polite
and neatly dressed. He had a permit for every municipality in the
Westland, and kept the compulsory register updated carefully.
You could be stopped by the police, and have to show that booklet
that said what you had bought from where, and for how much.
For example, “Bought from Piets Swinkels, two fireplaces, 50 cents”.
And if Piet Swinkels lived in Naaldwijk, you had to show your permit
for Naaldwijk. My father was respected, because he was honest
and because he was always there for everyone. That’s another
Westland characteristic; you help each other out.’

‘MY FATHER WAS A GENTLEMAN SCRAP-METAL
MERCHANT, ALWAYS POLITE AND NEATLY DRESSED.’
Stolen batch of profiles
During all these years, my dad’s company was KUBO’s go-to iron
buyer. If someone else tried to buy scrap metal from KUBO, they
got nothing, because it was for Toon. One of the reasons was that
KUBO trusted him, because it was also very easy to steal stuff.
By the way, a complete batch of aluminium profiles was stolen
from KUBO’s premises while awaiting transport. A few weeks later,
my dad came across this batch at a company in Schiedam.
He immediately called Arie Kuiper, who was delighted.
The police were called in, and the cargo was returned.

‘ WE’RE PART OF IT.’
Just like KUBO, the Koernap company is a family business that goes back
3 generations. All KUBO’s scrap metal has been disposed of by this company
since 1947.
‘My dad, A.W. Koernap, Antonius Wilhelmus or simply Toon,
started trading in scrap metal in 1947. He lived in The Hague,
and used to cycle to Westland every day to collect scrap.
Once a week, he rode past the Kuiper & Boers forge in
Havenstraat, and would take the barrels with scrap metal
left there. Then one day Arie Kuiper asked, “So, Toon,
how much do you want to pay for that?” My dad answered,
“Mr Kuiper”, because he addressed people formally and
never used first names, “I’ll give you 7.5 guilders.” Then Arie
replied, “Well Toon, I think it’s worth 12.50.” They settled on
10 (€5), and that’s the way it stayed every week, because
the amount of scrap was always about the same.’
With dad in the Opel Blitz
In the 1960s, greenhouse construction became fashionable, and
my dad also started demolishing old greenhouses. There were
8 kids at home, 6 of us boys. We lived in two houses next to each
other in The Hague. The boys wanted to help with demolition and
collect scrap metal during the holidays. I was 12, and it was all
very exciting. My father had a small truck by then, an Opel Blitz,
but only two of us could go with him. At that time, everyone drove
those lightweight trucks, you never saw big lorries. Horticulturists
used to transport their wares to the auction in barges, and my
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father could only reach some of them by barge. In that case he
used to rent a barge for a week until it was full, and then take
the cargo to the firm Kort in Honselersdijk.
A bottle of Coke!
Whenever possible, all the scrap metal dealers would meet in
‘The Hut’ every day at exactly 3 in the afternoon. The Hut was a
house which had been declared uninhabitable, and where Rien
de Wilde made coffee. There were maybe 15 people there, all
smoking roll-ups, and sometimes someone fried a fish. Kids were
given a bottle of Coke. You couldn’t get that anywhere else!
Or we’d go to the Parel van het Westland in ‘s-Gravenzande or the
cafe in Naaldwijk, where we’d sometimes get chips. Unmissable!
Waste separation pioneers
Besides metal, we also started collecting broken glass, for example
after a storm. We didn’t pay for it, we actually got paid to take it
away, often in the form of a discount on what we were charged for
scrap metal. Horticulturalists were glad to get rid of that glass.
We could only get 10 guilders (€5) per ton at most, and nothing
at all at times. Removing it was also risky, as we cut ourselves
virtually every day, but never badly. Some horticulturalists tried
burying it, but the soil pushes the glass back up after a while.

We took the glass to Wim and Nol Kort, who sent it to a sandpaper
factory. The top layer is made of glass. Even then, waste was
already separated carefully. For example, we couldn’t leave any
steel cable in the glass waste, because it would break the scissors
used to cut the sandpaper.

‘MY BROTHERS HENK, GERARD AND ERNST ALSO
CONTINUED WITH MY FATHER AFTER HIGH SCHOOL,
BUT I DECIDED TO BECOME A BRICKLAYER’
Dad became ill
The work was physically demanding, as we were constantly
pushing a heavily loaded long wheelbarrow from the garden
to the truck. My brothers and I were used to it, so my father
preferred to work with us. My brothers Henk, Gerard and Ernst
also continued with my father after high school, but I decided
to become a bricklayer. Later, Gerard and Ernst also decided to
change job, and both became road workers. That was due to the
rapidly fluctuating metal prices, sometimes you got so little for it
that it wasn’t worth doing. If my father and Henk couldn’t handle
the work, we used to take a week off and help our dad out.
That went without saying, and our employers thought it was

Relieve staff
My dad always said, “If you collect stuff somewhere, leave the
area where you load it neat and tidy.” That’s what I was raised
to do, so if I’ve got nothing to do for a day, I go and clean up
at KUBO. KUBO gives us enormous freedom, which we use to
relieve the staff as much as possible. I make sure that everyone
has a suitable container close to their workplace. Sometimes,
I’ll cut a piece out so that the container fits under a machine.
We collect everything promptly, so it’s not lying around in the way.
We even remove long pieces of metal every day. KUBO isn’t our
only supplier of scrap, but it does still account for half our turnover.
A strong bond
Of all the companies I work with, my strongest bond is with KUBO.
I grew up with them, and have the greatest respect for the
company it’s become. Arie, Ed and Wouter are all great men.
Neither my dad, I, nor my son have ever had problems with any
of them. They care about others, and they wish others success.
This has led to their staff being passionate about the company,
and so are we. We do much more than just collect scrap metal.
We helped with the move to Havenstraat, and sometimes we give
a hand with loading or unloading. If they ask us to deliver steel
somewhere, we do. We’re simply a part of it. If I had to work here
for a month for free, I would, because I wish this company and its
people the very best.
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‘My dad Jan was a cucumber grower, and he may well have
been the very first customer to buy a greenhouse from
Arie Kuiper. That was in the early 1960s. At the time, the
greenhouse cover was still made of wood. Before this, my
dad used to grow plants in a cold frame. The greenhouse
spider mite was a major threat to cucumbers at that time,
and was controlled with chemicals.
However, the chemicals became less effective as the years
passed, because diseases and pests became more and more
resistant. When my father became allergic to the chemicals and
later even ill, he decided he’d had enough. He heard about a
biological crop protection company in Switzerland. He visited
them, brought back some predatory mites, and released this
natural enemy of the red spider mite in his greenhouse. It was
successful, and chemical sprays were no longer needed.
That was back in 1967. It quickly became known locally,
after which growers started asking him for predatory mites.’

‘KUBO BUILT OUR FIRST RESEARCH GREENHOUSE
AND VARIOUS EXTENSIONS IN THE 1980S.’
From cucumbers to insects
‘My brother Peter and I joined the company at an early age. I was
still a kid when I was putting pieces of wood under the vents of
the cold frame. In 1972, after my dad died when he was 56, I was
given a permanent job. I was 17, and went to school in the evening.
Later on, our cousin Henri Oosterhoek joined us. In the 10 years
that followed the first use of predatory mites, our attention shifted
from cucumbers to biological crop protection. In 1980, it became
our sole activity. KUBO built our first research greenhouse and
various extensions in the decade that followed. KUBO also built
tens of thousands of square metres for us in Spain. Not long ago,
the municipality of Berkel en Rodenrijs bought land from growers
for housing. We were among those bought out, and asked KUBO
to build us a new greenhouse with extra production facilities and
more research capacity.’

‘I WAS VERY HAPPY FOR KUBO WHEN THE
COMPANY BEAT US TO SECOND PLACE IN 2019
AND BECAME NUMBER 1 IN THE HILLENRAAD100’

‘ AT KUBO
	YOU GET WHAT
YOU WANT.’
Paul Koppert is the CEO of Koppert Biological Systems in Berkel
en Rodenrijs. His father was one of KUBO’s first customers.
The third generation of Kopperts is now working in the company,
but has remained faithful to KUBO for their greenhouses.
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The KUBO song
‘Throughout our existence, we’ve never worked with another
greenhouse builder. We know KUBO, and the people behind it
such as Arie, Ed and Wouter Kuiper, Ton Bellekom and Jaap de
Vries. We knew they’d make sure we got what we wanted, even if
it was very different from a greenhouse for growing vegetables or
flowers. The horticultural world isn’t very big, so we come across
each other regularly and catch up on developments, problems
and opportunities. KUBO, like Koppert, has grown rapidly, and I
was very happy for KUBO when the company beat us to second
place in 2019 and became number 1 in the Hillenraad100.
It’s a reliable company. Wouter takes risks, but he’s also very
grounded. I was once at a KUBO party where he sang the KUBO
song to his entire staff. I also think that’s an example of risk-taking.’
Sound technology is essential
‘The greenhouse complex that KUBO built for us houses much
of our knowledge of biological crop protection. It was therefore
a very unusual greenhouse for the specialists at KUBO to design
and build, but they shared their thoughts very constructively so
we could arrive at a solution that met our needs.
Every week, we produce new series of insects here. Everything
revolves around biology at our company, which demands the
right technology.’
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[ Richard Burgeler (left) and Robbert Zeeman (right):
Both working at KUBO and volunteers at the Ter Heijde
KNRM rescue station ]
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‘SOMETIMES, KUBO
HAS TO TAKE
A BACK SEAT.’

Robbert: ‘I’ve lived in Monster all my life. I first worked at
the Rescue Brigade, which is a service supported by the local
authority that patrols the sea in the summer with small boats
to rescue any swimmers in distress. 8 years ago, I moved
to the Rescue Company, with a larger boat that carries out
actions much further offshore, for ships, people and animals.
We can be alerted with pagers 24/7 by the Coast Guard.
Lots of the members of the Rescue Brigade end up transferring
to the Rescue Company. I did, as did my dad before me.
That was my upbringing.’
Lots of courses
Richard: ‘My wife and I wanted to live by the sea, and ended up in
Monster. When I saw the KNRM lifeboat. I knew it was exactly what
I wanted. I asked how I could join, and found out that it starts with
a trial year of working alongside the others, and obtaining all kinds
of diplomas and certificates: First Aid+, Boat Licence 1 and 2,

Robbert: ‘The education ends with a week of practical training in
Aberdeen, Scotland. You’re placed in a group with passengers
you don’t know, and have to carry out rescue missions under very
challenging circumstances. I’m still following the Deputy Skipper
course.’

‘KUBO ALLOWS US TO INTERRUPT OUR WORK AS
SOON AS AN ALERT IS SOUNDED. I THINK THAT’S
FANTASTIC, AND WE’RE PROUD THAT WE WORK
FOR A COMPANY THAT CARES ABOUT SOCIETY.’
Called into action 50 times a year
Richard: ‘KUBO allows us to interrupt our work as soon as an alert
is sounded. I think that’s fantastic, and we’re proud that we work
for a company that cares about society. KUBO is also a permanent
sponsor of the KNRM. We get called out about 50 times a year,
about 10 of which are during working hours. Most calls are at the
weekend and in the summer, but once on the first day after I got
back from holiday, I got called out about an hour after resuming
work. 15 minutes after a call, we’re at sea.’
Robbert: ‘Our pagers are always on. Occasionally, I let them know
I’m unavailable, for example for an important meeting, but rarely
and even then only for a very short time.’

Project Engineer Robbert
Zeeman has been employed
by KUBO for 6 years, while
Richard van Burgeler came on
board as Facility Coordinator
2 years ago. In addition to
their work, both are regular
volunteers on board the
KNRM’s impressive Valentijn
class lifeboat as volunteers
in Ter Heijde. This rescue
station, which runs entirely
on donations and volunteers,
is supported by KUBO.

‘WHEN I SAW THE KNRM LIFEBOAT. I KNEW IT
WAS EXACTLY WHAT I WANTED. I ASKED HOW
I COULD JOIN.’
Rewarding rescue and an unforgettable tragedy
Richard: ‘One impressive rescue was when we saved a sinking
sailboat belonging to a French couple a few miles from the coast.
There was a big hole in the hull, and when we reached them they
were knee-deep in water. We managed to keep the sailboat afloat
with 2 pumps. We then lashed their ship to ours, and got another
lifeboat from Hoek van Holland to tow us both ashore. Towing the
sailboat by itself would have ripped it open. Once the couple
knew they were safe, the woman started trying uncontrollably.
At times like that, you realise how much you’ve done for someone.’
Robbert: ‘Last May, I saw on my app at home that the KNRM
Scheveningen pager had gone off. I turned on my scanner, and
immediately knew it was serious. A little later my own beeper
went off, confirming the situation had gone badly wrong. This was
indeed the case. There were high seas, strong winds, poor
visibility, and a lot of foam. Two surfers had been found; one alive,
one dead. At the time, 3 others were still missing. We searched all
evening in appalling conditions. The next day we recovered two
bodies of lads 10 years younger than me. An unforgettable
tragedy.’

‘SOMETIMES, IT DEMANDS A LOT OF OUR
FREE TIME, AND ALWAYS AT THE MOST
INCONVENIENT MOMENTS’

Marcom A (communication), DAN (Divers Alert Network) to be
able to rescue divers and administer oxygen. Another course is
HUET (Helicopter Underwater Escape Training), which is mandatory
to be allowed on board a Coast Guard helicopter. During the course,
I learned how to escape from a helicopter that has crashed into
water. Then I followed the Motor Driver course on marine engine
maintenance.’
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All pulling together
Richard: ‘There are ups and downs to this work, that’s inevitable.
However, we work with a team of very different people who are
really well coordinated thanks to all the training. Everyone pulls
together, and knows what has to be done. If you then experience
how smoothly everything runs, it’s an amazing feeling.’
Robbert: ‘Sometimes, it demands a lot of our free time, and
always at the most inconvenient moments. But it doesn’t matter,
we do everything possible to bring people back ashore safely
under all circumstances. Their appreciation can’t be put into
words.’
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WE’VE
ONLY
JUST
BEGUN...
We hope that the engaging portraits and
delightful anecdotes in this wonderful book have
enabled us to capture a snapshot of KUBO’s
glorious history. A history that is far from over,
because KUBO is still powering forward.
Perhaps in many years’ time, our successors will look back
on this 75th anniversary and note that the company was only
just beginning. They will also note that the Kubans and their
external business relations are still going that extra mile for
each other and the customers. That they work hard, but also
like to have fun. And that they still enjoy a beer. Time will tell.
In any case, we will continue to do everything we can to build
on what has already been achieved. We’d like to thank everyone
who has contributed to our history up to now.
Here’s to the future!

